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Abstract

Iirty-four third and fourth grade students were observed over

two entire 'school days to examine the nature of instruction and academic

responding time for LD 'and 'non-LD students. Across students, a typical
to

. school day was characterized by.a limited amount of academic responding

(about 45 minutes). Co6parison of LD and non-LD students revealed that,

while there were no
,

differences in time allocated to instruction, there

'were differences ,in the type of instruction recdivea, With LP studenks

receiving more'ind)vidual instruction and more teacher ap'proval than

non-LD students. LD sfudents were engaged in-five of seven academic'

responses for greater amounts of time than non-LD students,'while non-LD

, e
students were engaged -lb one academic response for a greater amount of

time ,than LD students. However, there were no differences in the total

academic reponding time% of the two grouiA of students. Finaings

related to variability among students and relationships between respond-

ing times and achievement also are presented. The implications of the

findings for instruction and for special education decision making ane

discussed.
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-'Adademic Reponding Time for LD and Non-LD Students

learning disabled (LO) and non-learning disabled (non-LD) indivi-
.

duals havesbeen compared to each other since the category of "leawning

disabilities' was established. Long lists of characteristics of stu-

dents who 'are learning disabled have been develaped; yet, the identifi-

cation of the LD student has been a topic of considerable controversy.

Recent evtdence suggesting that there are few differences between stu-

dents who now receive LD services and low-achieving students who do not

receive LO,services (Warner, Alley, Deshler, & Schumaker, 1980; Ysseldyke,

Algozzine, Shinn, & McGue, 1979, in press) has led some individuals to

suggest that LD students simply.are the lowest in the group of .students

demonstrating poor academic achievement (Algozzine, Forgnone, MerCer, &

Trifiletti, 1979; Algolzine, Ysseldyke, & Shinn, 1980, in press; Deshler.

1981; Ysseldyke & Algozzine, 1979).

Despite the controversy over who the Lb student is,-the,fact.remains-

that many stuMnts now receive spdcial education services because tt

has been decided that fihey are.iearnin.g disabled). the edi.Ac)ati.on of -

these students is saicktà be "special," designed to meet their-special
. :, ), . .

Otds!..hecause of their special'problems brought about.by their learning
. .s_

,-,-,..
.

. 1

cisabilit-ies. Specialists 416ve been:trained specifially.to,deal with .

,

'

qese sltudents.s The belief i that the school day,for th6se.qudents

must somehow be different fraM the,school. day of typical students so

that,thesLD students can profit from their educational experiences.

The sclidol day of a typiCal student cons sts of a variety of acti-

vities. Same cf.the activities are academic 4n nature; Others are not

0
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,

(e.g., recss, transitions between subjects, etc.). Even during academ-

!

ically-o:riented , students spend their time making a variety .

or response. Some.of these responses are relevant to the academic

t', Y
.

acUvity while othe.rsare not. Uaden, Thurlow, and Ysseldyke (1982)*
,

.

citethnumerous sturlfes indicating that the nature of students' responses
i ,

. . "
in the cla'5,sroom is important jn determining how much stUdents learn in

4 : .

Thc argument -i-s--that stWents-must be engaged actively in _making

, academic responses in crder to achieve.
4

Séveral.research procedures have been used.to deMon,stca,te the rela-

tionship between learning timeYdrld aca,demic achievemet (cf. Graden et al.,

1982). One of.the, more fruitfUl'approathes involyes the observati'on of

students dur,ing chool. Although two major research endeavors have used

an obseryatIonal apprOacb (cf.:Betliner, 1979; 1980a, 1980b; Borg, 1980;

Fisher', Ber'liner', Filby,JMarltave, Cohen, & Dishaw; 1980; Greenwood,

Delquadri, Stanley, Terry', & Hall, 1981; :Hall, Greenwood, & Delquadri,,

undated; Rosenshine,1980) the samples'i5f students they have observed

have been liMited (cf. Gradeh'et alH.1982);

Recently, some attention has beerlAadven to what happen's to students

labeled "learning disabled" and what those LD students do when they

are in school. Much of the research in this area has been conducted,

at the University of Kansas InstPitute for Research in Learning Disabili-

ties. This research, focusing on secondary school-identified LD 6tu-

dents in mainstream classrooms, was summarized by Clark (1981). In an

investigation of the demands on oral languago, skills of.I.D students

(Morin, 1980),.it was found that teSchers rarely reinforced.apprOpriate

behaviors or corrected'inappropfriate activities. Further, the students

4
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spoke only once for every four teacher u,tterances. These,findings, as

well aS several others, were derived from troscObed tapes of class

sessions lasting from 45 tO 50 mnutes. In observing the study behaviors,

social behaviors, and classroom conduct behaviors of secondary LD and

non-LD students (Schumaker, Sheldon-Wildgeh, & Sherman, 1980), many

similarities and few differenceswere found between the two groups.
\

Smile differences were found in the students' study behaviors', with LO

students spending more time and greater Lengths of uninterrupted time

n reading, writ-log, and note takiag than non-LD students. LD Students

also spent somewha't more time involved,in rule violations than did rion-LD

students. Vdry little interaction between students and teachers was found,

for both groups of students.. In another observational study (Skrtic,

1980), student-teacher interactions of secondary LD and non-LD students

were the focus of comparison. Interactions between the racher and the

LD and non-LD students were found to be similar: teachers called on add

offered assistance to LD and non-LD students with equal frequency; the

,

two groups of students volunteered anwers and requested ihelp equally

often; and, students received about the'same prOporfion cif approval and

disapproval. These findings were replicated in a study Ly Powell, Suzuki,

Atwater, Gorney-Krupsaw, and Morris (1981). However, Poiell et al. noted

that observation codes that are more specific than those they-.Used might

detect differences ir tile ways LD and non-LE5 students interact with

their teachers.

The interactions'of regular classroom teachers with third-grade

school-identified LD students were compared to teachers'interactions

with nonhandicapped high achievers, nonhandicapped low achievers,
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and behaviorally handicapped students by Thompson (1979). Several sig-

nificant differences were found. Teachers initiated More interactions

overall with LLD students than with high-achieving students. LD students

also received more teacher feedback overall than did high-achieving

students. When compared to behaviorally handi'capped students,. the LD

students rec ived fewer low level questions from*their teachers. No

differences were noted between low-achieving students- and students TabeleT

LD. Thompson used an observa0on system developed by Brajohy and Good

(1969), in which only dyadic interactions between the student and the

teacher are observed; in this system, no attempt is made to code all.

classroom behavior.

Another observational study focused on instruction for LD students

within the special classroom (Zigmond, Vallec-orsa, & Lejnhardt, 1980).

These investigators found ,that much df the school day was spent making

responses unrelated to academics. They found that although the student

was in school for approximately 287 minutes each day, nearly one hour
-

was spent in waiting or mSnagement responses; adding off-task time to

these accounted for one-thi,rd of the student's day. Analyses of reading

time and reading achievement (Leinhardt, Zigmond, & Cooley, 1980) demon-

strated a positive relationship between the
i

two.

The present study was undertaken to examine the nat-Cir6 of instruction

and academic resppnding time for school-identified LD:and non-LD students.

Observation procedures were selected to avoid some of the difficulties

encountered in other studies of classroom variables related to students'

learning and students' characteristjcs (cf. Graden et al., 1982).
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Researa Questions

Numerous research questions were-posed in this, investigation. Of

these, eight were considered to be of major interest for the present

report on the nature of LD and non-LD students' instructional and

responding times.

(1) To what extent.trre there significant differences between
LO and non-LD students in time allocated, to various

(2) To what extent are there significant differences between
LD and .non-LD students in time allocated to academic

versus non-academic activities?

(3) To what extent are there significant diffei-ences between
LD and rkon-LD students in time allocated tO various tasks?

(4) To what extent are there significant differences between
LD andsnon-LD students in time allocated to various teaching4

structures? ,

(5)'To what extent are there significapt differenCes between

LD and non-LD students in time allocated to various

teacher positions?

(6) To what extent are there significant differences between
LD and non-LD students in time allocated to various

teacher actiVitie-s?

(7) To what extent are there significant differences between
'LD and non-LD students in time spent in various student

-
responses?.

() To what extent are there significant differences between
LD and non-LD students in time spent in academic respond-

ing, task Management, and inappropriate behaviors?

Other research questions posed in this investigation *dealt

with specific combinations of the 53 events that were observed. For

examplei-,one ques-ti onexamined the extent to, which_there_mere _sign i float.

differences between LD and non-LD students in time spent in v,arious stu-

dent responses as a function of the. teaching structure. Another involved

1
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the extent to which there were significant differences between LD and

non-LD s-tudents n 'time spent in various student responses as a function

of the teacher activity durfng reading. Twenty-two research questions

of this type were analyzed in the present study. The findings from

these additional research ques,tions will be highliglitod in the present

report.

in_addition to the research questions dealing specifically with

differences b,etween'LD and non-LD stuaents in terms of time spent in

various instructional and responding categories, the present research

also addressed: (a) what the "typical" school day is le for elementary

students, (b) the relationship between time spent in various student

responses and achievement, and.,(c) differences between LD and norf-LO*stu-

dents that vare not codeç1 by tIke observational system.

Subjects

Method:

....0)

Thirty-four students from-17 classrooms in nine elementary schools

in a suburban School di_strict served as subjects. The stliderits

were in grades three (N=20) and four (N=14); 24 were male and.10 were

female. The homeroom teachers of these students included 12 females

(9 3rd g ade, 3 4th grade) and 5 males (1 3rd grade, 4 4th grade).

1%All t achers and students were volunteer participants in the obser-

vational study. ,At the beginning of the school year, the schoOl district

sent consent forms to all teachers and to the parents of all students

'within the target grade levels in 10 designated schools.

In the seleci,K,of subjects, LD students were selected first by

randomly picking from third and fourth grade students who were on the
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schools' LD rolls by late f-a-0. A non-LD peer was then selected for each

LD student by randomly selecting from the names of same-sex students in

the LD students' homerooms. LD udents were in resource rooms an average

of 77.4 minutes per day kange = 0.- 225 minutes).

Cbser'vati'on System.

The CISSAR (Code for Instructional Structure and atudent Academic

Response) observt.ation'system was used in this study. The version of

the system employed was developed by the Juniper Gar:dens Children's-

Project in Kansas City, KaNss (Greenwood, Delquadri, & Hall, 1978),e'

The system focused the observation cc-rillie behavior of one target student '

(rather than sampling behpvior pf several students) and allowed ob-

se'rvers to recora six event areas.% (a) activity (12 codes), (b) task

(8 codes), (c) teadhing structure (3 codes), (d) teacher position (6

codes), (e) teacher activity (5 codes), and (f) student response (19

codes). Seventeen stop codes also were used to record reasons for

termination,of observation. Table 1 is a list,,of,the event areas

and the.specific events recorded within each afea. Detailed defi-

niticins and examples are presented,in Appendix A. Excluding the stop

codes,'a total of 53 different events could be recorded.With the CISSAR

system.

Insert Table 1 about here

,

An interval time.sampling technqu, e was used to direct the recording

of events. Three event areas were recorded every 10 s'econkls over the

enti school .day while the student was in the clasroom. Cod,ing was

structured into blocks, of seven 10-second intervals. During the first
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10-second Interval, activity, task, and teaching structure were recvrded.

During each of the \next six 10-second intervals, teacher position,

teacher activity,.and student response were recorded. This pattern was

maintainedAhroughout the observation.

An auditory Crectropic timer housed on a clipboard was used to sig-

nal,the ,10-second intemals. The timer was equipped with an earplug,so

that 'only the observer could hear the signal (a short beep sound). The

clIpbodrd was' used to hold coding sheets and to provide a hard surface

for marking events.

The uding sheets, modeled after those used by the Juniper Gardens

Children's Project (Stanley & Greenwood, 1980), were des-rgned,at Minne-

sotes. Institute so t'hat they could be read automatically by an optical

scanner (see Appendix B). To be read correctly by the scanner, the

circles, on the coding sheet had,to be very dark and completely filled.

In addition to spaces fo'r coding student identification and start and

stop times, each sheet contained three blocks representing'70 seconds

each. Each completed sheet represented-3.5 minutes of observation time.

Observers

Twelve individuals served as observers during the present study.

Ten of the observers were responsible for the majority of the observa-

tions. The other two observers were substitutes who filled in for reasons

of Sickness, make-up observatiotTs,and so on. These Aubstitute observers

Were Institute staff members who conducted observer training sessions and

I -
monitored the regular observers. ' The regular observers were all females

who had been selected from a pool of 5(Y-female applicants who had
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resporided tu dn ad in a local Mewspapr: A prerequisite for consideration

was.that,the oplicant not have a background in education; the gOaT

Was to'minimize biases that might be brought to the classroom setting.

Addttional,selection criteria included average or above average read-
?,

ing'asbility and performance on selected parts of a general clerical

skills test. A personal interview with one of two Institute staff

members comprised the,final step of selection.

Of the 10 'selected obserVers, three had attended college for at

least,,orie year ari'd one had a B.A. Two others 'bad completeld a business

om'Vocational school program. Previous empliyment varied greatly;

including sales, clerical, foster parent, own business, and social
o

woAer. -Allciout two observers had a child or children in elementary.
:

or secondary.school. Observers did not work in sclApols in'which their

'children were enrolled.

Procedures .

Observer training.. Training of observers in the observation system

,

yas accomplished through the use of an Observer and Trainer's ManCial

(Stanley & Greenwood, 1980). The manual presented eight Lirlits, that,

according to the authors, were sequenced in terms of the complexity

the-recording skills covered. Training required Observer's to read mater-

ials and then practice coding small ,numbers of events through the use of

a Variety of other media, including flashcards, overheads, and videotapes.

Exercises and.quizzes were presented throughout the manual. Mastery

(100% correct) of the material in each unit was required before con-

tinuating in the trainind to the next unit.

4

u
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Training in tfie system was conducted by four Institute staff members.

Two weeks of halfIdy trdining sessions were 'required tb cover the mdtei-

ial presented in the'manual. This was followed by two to three days of

practice coding within actual classroom.

Data collection. The erained educational obserVers coded activities

on either' a whole-day (one observer all day) or half-day (one'observer

for morning, another for afternoon) basis. Typically, observers did not

code continuously for a period 'of more,than 1 1/2 - 2 hours because Of-

breaks within the.school.day. Observations were not conducted during

breaks, suth as those for lunch, recess, and bathroom. Also, observers

did not code during physical, educat'ion, music, or special assembly

programs since the observation systep dinot oply to these

situations. Observers did follOw ta-r/get -stu ents when they left their

homerooms to go to other elassrooms for other subjects (typical-1.y read-

ing and/or mathematics), or when they went to a resource teacher for special

instruction. Coding was conducted in these other classrooms in the

same manner as in homerooms. Regardless of the physical setting, ob-

servers attempted to position themselves to be unobtrusive and to avoid

revealing the'identity of target students to the target students them-

selves or to other sgpdents.

Use of the optical scanner coding sheets typically required observerg

_,to mark onl'y slashes in the appropriate circles while observing because

the 10-second interval did not provide enough time for circles to be

darkened sufficiently to be read accurately by the optical scanner. As
. .

a result, observers darkened the slashed circles after the Actual obser-

vation was completed, either duriig break.periods, in the evenings, or-

1,
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on the weekends. This procedure tended to reace errors in the coding

of data.

Frequently, the coded observational data,were supplemented with

an anecdotal recording. Generally, anecdotal recordings were used to

provide a description of the classroom setting, the target student, and

anything unusual that may have occurred,duhng obseriations. The ob-"

servers were prov'ided with guidelines for anecdotal recordings (see

Appendix C) to help them determine when they were needed and what they

should cover.

Each target student was observed for two full days by the trained

educational observers/. The decision to collect two days (j' data'oni.

each student was based on stability analyseiresented by Greenwood et

al. (1981), in which they found one day of observation predicting 62%

and gro of the variance for activity and student response, respectively.

Student pairs (LD and non-LD) were always observed on the same days;

however, an attempt was made to schedule the two days of observation

for different days of the week. Typically, these two days were con-

secutive. All observations (2 days for 34 students) were completed

between January and March.

In the present study, it was impossible to keep observers blind

as to the clas.sification of the students they observed since the LD

students typically met with an LD resource teacher lor some part of

the day (aild thus, were follOwed to the LD classroom by the observer).

Similarly, it was difficult to keep teachers unaware of the identity

of the LD students being observed. To equalize the effect of teacher
. %

awareness of who was being observed, teachers were asked to point out

to the observers the two students who were to be observed in their classes.

là
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Reliability. Reliability checks were conducted during training and

during another observation study/that,took place over a two-month period

immediately preceding this stuly. These checks were conducted by the

observer pairs' within each room; one of the'fwo observers was designated
\N.

randomly as the reliability observer. This obser'ver stopped observing

her target student and coded events on the same student as the-other

o6server in the classroom for approximately 14 Minutes (4 pages of obser-

vation). Duringte study, 41 reliability'checks were completed.

Two types of reliability were checkvi: (a) behavioral, and (b)

sequential. Behavioral reliability was a measure of observer agreement

on a specific event being observed; behavioral reliabilities were cal-

culated for (a) teacher position, (b) teacher activity, and (c) student

response. The second type of reliability, sequential reliability, was

a measure of observer agreement on the sequence of items; this measure

was designed to document that observers were coding in the sequence

.equired by the observation system. According to the CISSAR training

manual, the desired levels of reliability were 9V for behavioral relia-
.

bility and 85% for sequential reliability. Table 2 is a summary of the

observers' reliabilities.

. Insert Table 2 about here

Becauserof the desire not to lose observation data on any oF%the

subjects.(which occurred when the reliability observer,stopped to watch

the other observer's student), reliability checks were not conducted

during the C.urrent study, except lat the study's onset. At that time,
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the Institute 'staff-meembe'rs who had been responsible for training served

as reliability observers. It-was noted at that time that sorile observer

drift seemed to have ouurred (possibly due to the one-month period over

Christmas vacation of no observations between this study and the one

immediately preceding it). A special meeting was held to review defini-
^

tions and clarify where drift seemed to be oCcurring (mainly ill the area

of teacher behavior). Then, to maintain adequate leVers of reliabilAy'

throughout the study,Imeetings were held to discuss coding problems, re-

liability disagreements, and so on. These were held on a weekly,basis

for the first two weeks of the study, and then on a bi-weekly basis after

that. At thetieetings, definitions were reviewedi and any disagreemeQts

were resolved.

Achievement testing.. At the end of the school year, students

were administered the Peabody Individual Achievement Test (IDIAT; Dunn

Markwardt, 1970) by trained testers. Four of the educational observers

and four Institute staff members served as testers of the non-LD stu-

dents. Observers were not permitted to test students they had observed.

LD personnel within the school system tested the LD students. The PIAT

was administered to a total of 25 students who had been obsrved (73.5%).

The remaining studenn were not tested either because they had moved

(5.9), because parental permission for testing or providing test scores
.

to Institute staff was not given (11.8%), or because the school systemk

LD staff had decided that a fall testing would be more appropriate ('8%8%).

PIAT data were available for 12 of the 1()_5tudents (70.6%) and 13 of the

non-LD students (76.51.

20
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In addition to the end-of-the-year PIAT scores, a select number of

the LD students had been administered the FIAT at the beginning of the

academic year or at some time previous to that: .These 'pre' scores

were a-vailable for 11 iJif th

, scores were available.

LD students for whom end-of-the-year

Data Analysis
. - ..

, Total amounts of time each student spent in the 53 observed

events and in five event composites (academic activities, non-academic

activities, academic student responses, task management student re-

sponses, inappropriate student responses) over the two days of obserr

vation comprised the dependent measures that were inalyzed in this study.
-,

However, for descriptiVe purposes; th'ese times were transformed to repre-

sent the time spent in each event during one school day. Because the ob-

servation system was designed to record as much data as possible during

each 10-second interval, the activity,,task, and structure were coded

once every 70 seconds, wh.ile the teacher position, teacher activity, and

student response were coded six times emery 70 seconds. Thus, transforma-

tions of times from the recording system produced slight overestimates of

the time spent in each activity, task, and structure, and slight under-

estimates of the time spent in each teacher position, teather activity,

and student response. The transformed times appear in all figures and

tables, but were not used in the actual data analyses.

All data were analyzed using t tests to identify significant differ- k

ences (p. .05) between the LD and non-LD group means. Further, because

some of the significant ts might occur by,chance due to the large number

of t tests conducted, only those findings that exceeded the number that
_
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woiAd be expected by chance for each resesrch question (51 are.reported.
2

Students' end-of-the-year PIAT datastandard scores) were correlated

with thejr student response times. Further, for 4ose LD students having

both pre and p6st scores on the PIAT, cdrrelations were ca)culated between

-

the changes in their PIAT raw scores ali'd their student response timgs.

Results

A Tyyical Scho.ol Day

, Direct observation was used to as.5ess the amount of time.each

.e
tar,get .Stutient spent in each activity, tSsk, structure, teacher position,

'and tekher activity; these times are referred to as allocated times.

.1t is important to distinguish between-ellocate'd cime and scheduled

SOleduled time is derived from teacher or school reports of how,

much time is planned for activities: In contrast, allocated time is

measured by direct obserVsations of how much time actually is spent in'
.\,

various class activities, takks, structures, teacher posi,tions, and

teacher activities. Time spent by each arget student making each

behavioral and lesrning response also was assessed by direct pbservation;

these times are referred to as engaged times. Only those engaged times

th'at involved actual active, obServable learning responses are referred

to as active academic respondihg times.
,

A depiction of'a typica) school day for the'34 students observed in

the present.study is included,in Figures 1-6. These figures represent

the average time devoted to each activity, task, structure, teacher posi-

tion, teacher actil-rity, and student response for all students, both LD

Ind non-LD. As is evident in these figurg, almost one-hslf of the school
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day was riot _gbserved because students were involved in activities not in-

cluded in the obServation system such as lunch, recess, music, moving

between classrooms, bathr.00m breaks,.etc. During observed time, most time

was'allodated4to academic activities, with reading and math being the

specifi a&tivities to which the most time was devoted, averaging abOut

one hou and about 45 minutes, respectively (see Figure 1). The maior

task fr students was readers, followed by other media, workbooks, work-

sheets, and paper and pencil tasks (see Figure 2). Students clearly

received most of their instruction within an entire group structure (see

Figure 3). Most frequently, the teacher was positioned among students

or in front of the clas,s (see Figure 4). No response to the target stu--

dent was the most frequent teacher activity, followed by t a g (see

Figure 5'). Student responses were most often task management responses,

especially passive responses such as listening to the teacher, waiting

to talk to the teacher, and so on (see Fi'gure 6). For student re-

sponses that weXacadgmic in nature, most time was spent writing.

Inappropriate student resp nses accounted for about TO minutes of

the student's school day.

Insert Figures 1-6 about here

Variability. The times pe'esented in Figures 1-6 represent average

times-across all students observed in the study; they give no Tiaication

of the extreme variability observed in the times for individual students.

The average times and ranges of times for some of the events show.ing the

greatest variabilfty are given in Table 3. The average times and ranges

of times for all observed events are presented in the tables in Appendix
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D. As is indicated in these tables, large differences in times existed

among students. for example,,on the days observed, no time was allocated .

to workbook tasks for one student while almost 1 1/2 hours was'allocated
r

to workbook tasks for another student; one student received 24 seconds

of instruction with the teacher at his/her side while another student

received over one hour of instruction with the teacher at his/her side.

The extreme variability in times for individual stu ents should be kept
* /

in mind when considering the average times found for the various events

that were observed.

-

its

Insert Table 3 about here

Comparisons, of LD and Non-LP Students

Activity. The average amounts of time allocated to various activities
_.

, .

during one school day for LD and non-LD students are presented in

,

Table 4. No signifiCant differences were found in the amounts. of time

allocated to each activity for the two gr:oups of students., As noted

eUrlier, most time was Mlocated to reading (about 63 minutes), followed .

by math (about 43 minutes) and language (about 28 minutes). An average

of less than 15 minuteS per day was allocated Vo each of the othertacti-

' vities.

,

1
..

Insert Table 4 about here

,

The percentages of'observed.time allocated to each activity for

the LP and Aon-LD.students also are given in Table 4. For both groups,

about 3V of the observed tiMe was allocated to readin

,

24

, about 207 was
r

t.

.
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allocated to math, and about 13' was allocated to language. The per-

Centage of time allocatsd to each of the other activities was lesS than

10-6 of the observed day.

Activity composites* In analyzing the time allocated to various

activities for LD and non-LD students, composites were formed of the

times allocated to academic activities (reading, math, spelling, lond-

writing, language: science, and social studies) and non-academic activities

(arts/crafts, free time, business management, and transition). The

average amounts of time allocated to these two activity composites

during One day for LD and non-LD students are shown in Table 5; dif-

ferences between groups were not significant. Both groups had most time

allocated to academic activities, averaging about three hours'per day.

Insert Table 5.about here

The percentages of time allocatedto academic and non-academic

activities (see Ta.14-1 5) show that academic activities accounted for

about 85", of the student's -observed day on the average, for-both LD

and non-LD.students.
I

Task. Table 6 is a summary of the average amounts of tibe allocated

to vartous tasks during one school day for LD and non-LD students. One
V

significant difference was found; LD students received mOe time with

other media (e.g., films, teaching machines, flashcards) than did non-LD

students, t(32) 2.61, E = .014. LD students were allocated about 46

minutes pier day for other media tasks, while non-LD students 'received -

about 32 minutes. The amourit of time allocated to other media tasks

for both groups of students was exceeded only by the amount of time using.
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readers,, which averaged about 58 minutes per day for LD students and 76

minutes per 01 for non-LD students. The least amOunt of time for both

groups of students was allocated to listening to- teacher lectures (less

4

than 5 minutes per day).

Insert.Tat:Sle 6 about here

The percentages of observed time allocated to each task for the

LD and non-LO students also are presented in Table 6. Non-LD students

used readers during 35% of the observed time, while LD students used

readers about 27 ':. of the time. LD students were involved in other media

ta'sks for about: 22°( of the time; non-LD students were involved ill such
r,

tasks about 14, . of the tfme. Only about 2% of the observed time was

allocated to listening to lectures forti6th groups of students. .4.

Teaching strucIure. Sig ificant differences between:A.LD and non-LD
0

students emerged in time allocated to entire group ani individual teach-

ing struc'tures (see Table 7). While both groups received most instruc-

t

tion in entire group structures, non-10 students received more instruc-

tion within the *entire group (about 2 3)4 hours per day) than did LD

students..(about 21/4 hours per day), t(32) = 2.26, R .031. Converse-

ly, LD students xeceived more individual instruction (about 35 minutes

per day) than did non-LD students (about 3 minutes per day), t(12) =

3.92, R T- .000. Both groups of students were allocated about 45 minutes

per day for small group instruction.

Inert Talle about here

f
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As indicated by the percentages in Table 7, over 60', of the time

Lffstudents we're observed and oyer-75% of the t?le non-LD students were

observed, the student was within the entire group\structure. Approxi-

mately 20% of observed time, the student was in a small group structure:

' While LD students were in individual structures about 16' of the observed,.

time, only 1.4% of the non-LD students' observed-time was allocated to

individual structures.,

Teacher position. Thetaverage amounts of time during which LD and

non-LD students recaived instruction with the teaclher in various positions

relative to tk\e students being observed are 'shown 01.1 Table 8. A signi-

ficant difference was found in the amount of time students received

instruction with the teacher at their side, t(32) = 3.99, 2. = .000. The

teacher was at the side of the LD students for approximately 20 minutes,

but at the side of non-LD students tor only about 3 minutes per day.

For both groups, the teacher was among the students for the greatest

amount of time. For less than 10 minutes each day, the teacher was

in back of the class (about 7 minutes) or.out of the room (about 5

minutes)

Insert Table 8 about here

The percentage in Table 8 confirm that a striki4 difference

existed in the percentage of the student's school day during which the

teacher was at the student's side--11.3% for LD students vs 1.4% for

non-LD stmlients. The teacher was among the students for approximatel9

40% of the 6y for both LD students and non-LD students. The next '

4t.

?.1
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most frequent teacher positions were in front of the class (about 24t

of the observed day) and at the teacher's desk (about 21% 4of the observed

day). T-hus, although LD students spent significantly more time with the

teacher beside them than did nOTT=t7Itudents, the time spent with the.
,

vk

teacher in this position was l eits thahalf the time spent ith the

teacher at the teacher's desk.

Teacher activity. Table 9 is:a list of the average amounts of

, time the teacher vas involved in various dctivities with LD and

non-LD students durin one school day. For both groups, the
t

teacher

was.makt g 90 resPonse\to the target student for the greatest amount

of time (approximately 1 3/4 hours). The teacher directed teaching

activities for about one hour per day for both groups. The teacher

gave 'small amourits of either approval or disapproval to the target

students- However, the LD students did receive significantly more

teacher: approval (about one-half'minute per day) than did the non-LD

students (about one-fourth miyte per day), t(32) = 3.27, p. = .003.

Insert Table 9 about heel

'As.shown in Table 9, the teacher activities of no response and

tleaching to the target student accounted for almost the entire observed,

day, with no respones occurring about twice as often as teaching tcti-

vities. 'It is noteworthy that both teacher approval and teacher disap-

proval of the target student occurred during less than 1% of the total

time observed.

Student response. Significant differmences emerged between LD and

'
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non-LD students for times engaged in six student responses (see Table

10). Non-LD students spent more time writing (about 30 minutes per

day) than LD students (about 22 minutes pe'r day), t(32) = 2.29, a = .029.

LD students spent more time than non-LD students engaged in the other

' five responses for wh{ch significant differences were found: playing

academic games (3 minutes vs. 1 inute; t(32) = 2.14% = .041), read-

ing aloud (3 1/2 minutes vs. 45 seconds; t(32) = 2.91, a .007), talk-

ing about academics (5 1/2 mindtes vs. 2 minutes; t(32) = 3.72, a = .001),

answering academic questions (2 minutes vs. less than r minute; t(32) =

2.41, p . .022), and asking acadeMic questions (1 minute vs. 25 seconds;

t(32)'= 5.21, 2. = ,000). For both groups of students, most time was

spent in paSsive responses (averaging about 1 1/4 hours per day). Both

groups of students. spent about 15 minutes per day looking around. The

times spent in most other student resporrkes_were very small.

lasert iable 10 about here

The percptages of time spent in the 19 student responses varied

grea'tty (s'ee Table 10), ranging from an average of :2% to 40.1% of the

day for LD students, and from .1% to 44.2% of the day for non-LD students.

For botfi.groups of6tudents, passive responses counted for' about 40%

of their responding t,iMe. The only other response made for more than 10%

of their respeTraJng time WAs writing (12.8% for LD students and 16.6%

for non-LD students).

tudent response composites. Table 11 is a summary of the average

amounts ortime students spent engaged in active academic responses
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.(writing, playing academic games, reading.aloud, reading s'lently, talk-

ing aboAt academics, answering academic questions, and asking academic

questions), task management responses (passive responses, raising hands,

looking for materials, moving to neW.academic,stations, and appropriate

play), and inappropriate responses (disruption, inappropriate play, in-

appropriate task, talkiro about non-academics, inappropriate locale,

looking\around, and self stimulation). Differences between the groups

for the three student response composites were not significant.

Insert Table 11 about here

The percentages of time spent by LD and non-LD students making the

three typA of student responses'also are shown in Table 11. For.both

group.s,'over 50% of their responding time was spent in task management

responses. .About half as much time was spent in making active academic

responses (26.6% for LD students and 25.4% for non-LD students). In-

appropriate responses accounted for the lowest percentage of time, yet

averaged almost 1/5 of the studentt' responding time during the observed

school day.

HiOlights.of Additional Obseryation Findings

In addition to the eight major research questions,.data for 22 other

questions were analyzed. Some of the findings are highlighted here. A

complete listing of the additional findings is provided in Appendix E.

Teaching ttructure as a function of class activity. Although the

amounts of time allocated to each octivity for LD and non-LD students were

not si'gnificantly different, significant.differenCes were found in the

structures in Which they were placed"during several activities. During

0 LI
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math, non-L0 students received more entire group instruction than did

LD studen,ts.(43 minutes vs. 26 minutes; t(32) = 3.16, E = An). 'Lp stu-

,

dents received more instruction in individual structures than non-L0 stu-

dents during readi.ng (15 minutes vs. 1 1/3 minutes; t(32), = 248,

\

.012), math, ov minutes vs. 50.seconds;_t(32) = 2.08, = .65,0)\1a page

\\
(3 1/2 minutes \i's. 13 seconds; t(32) =2.45, .020), and free\p\

,

(1 3/4 minutes vs. 6 seconds; t(32) = 2.87, E = .007).

Teacher activity as.a function 'Of task. Although the amOunts\Of,

time allocated to workb,eok tasks for La and ,non-LD students were not

significantly different, significant differences were found in the

teachers' activities while students were using workbooks: LD students

received more teacher approval,than non-LD students (6 seconds vs. 2.

seconds; t(32) = 2.21, E .034). When Students were using readers;

teachers engaged in more non-academic talk with non-LD students than

with LD students (55 seconds vs. 27 seconds; t(32) = 2.11, R = .043).

Student resOnse as a functio'n of task. Although.the amounts 9f

time allocated to readers were not significantly different fo'r LD and'

non-LD students, ,significant differences were found in their%.respOnses

while using readers. LD students read aloud more than non-LD students

(2 1/2 minutes vs. 30 seconds; t(32.) = 2.22, E = :033) and engaged in

more disruption (5 seconds vs% 1/2 second; t(32) = 2.07, = .046).

Non-LD students spent more time writing than 1.0 students (10 minutes vs.

5 minutes; Ii(32) = 3.25, E = .063) and more time moving to new academic

stations 11 112 minutes vs. 48 seconds; t(32) = 2.12, E = .042).

Student response as a function 0;1-teaching structure. Although.the

.amounts of time alloCated tO sma]lrgroups for LD and non-LD stu4e7n'ts were



not significantly differerit, significant differences were found in their

responms while in small group structures. LO students spent more time

reading aloud than non-LD students (1 1/2 minutes vs. 30 secondO, t(32)

= 2.18, E = .037) and in asking-academic questiOns (19 seconds vs. 6

seconds; t(32) = 2.51, R = .017). lion-LD students spent more'time

raising hands than LO students (1 minute vs. 15 seconds; t(32) = 3.03,

= .005) and more time moving to a new academic station (1 1/2 minutes

vs. 40 seconds; t(32) = 2.29, R = .029).

Task as a function of teaching structure during reading. ,When in-

volved in entire group reading instruction, more time was allocated to

worksheets for LD students than for non-LD students (2 3/4 minutes vs.

19 seconds; t(32) = 2.13; R ...041). Similar differences existed in

worksheet use during smafl group reading instruction for LD and non-LD

students (3 minutes vs. no time.; y32) = 2.05, R = .049).

Achievement Test Results

Comparison of LD and nop-LD achievement. The scores of the LD and

non-LD students on the PIAT.at the end of the school year are presented

4 in Table 12. As shown in the table, the'average standard scores of the

tD students generally were from 14 to 2.0 points'below the average standard

, .

scores of the non-LD students. An exception to this pattern occurred on

the General Information subtest, where the average Scores of LD and non-LD,

students were approximately' equal.

Insert Table 12 ab&6t here

Correlations between achievement and student res onses. Correlations

were.computed between students' Standard scors on each PIAT subtest and

3
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the total test with the time engaged in each student response. Table

13 is a list of the significant correlations found between the PIAT and

academic student responses for all students, for LD students only, and

for non-LD students only. Examination of the table reveals considerable

inconsistencies in correlations 'depending upon the group and t14 PIAT

subtest. However, Certain trends are evident for the academic student

responses. First, the amount of time a student spent reading.silently

was related strongly

\
o the student's performance on the,reading recog-

nition achievement measure. \t-e-t,ond, certain student responses (e.g.,

reading silently) tended to correlate positively with achievement, while
. -

others (e.g., talking about academics) tended to correl,Ite negatively

with achievement.

Insert Table 13 aboUt here

ft

Signiffcant correlations found between the PIAT and task manage-

ment student responses are shown in Table 14. In all but one case,

r-the correlations were negative.

Insert Table 14 about here

Correlations between the PIAT and inappropriate student responses

are presented in Table 15. For the overall group of student (LD and

non-LD combined), all significant correlations,but one were negative.

However, for LD students all of theyOgnificant correl-ations were

positive, indicating that students spending greater amounts of time

At,

making inappropriate responses also tended to obtain higher scores on

the PIAT.,,
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Insert Table 15 about here

Correlations between achievement changes and student responses.
1,1

Although both pre and post scores were available for 11 of the LD students

in the present study, records indicated that the pre scores for four

students were from PIAT administrations two or more years old and those

for another student,ivere over three years old. Thus-, only the data from

the six students whos.e pre PIAT sCore5 were obtained approximately'one year

before the post PIAT scores were included in the pres1ent analysis. The

average changes in raw scores and the ranges of the changes fjr these stu-

dents are shown in Table 16. Mean raw score changes ranged.from.+460

(Spelling)to+9.67(GeneralInformation);the average change in the total

score was +17.40. For each subtest, the variability of the changes in

scores was great, ranging from a 9-point difference to a 21-point.differ-

ence betwten the'largest negative change and the largest positive change

on one subtest.

411

Insert Tab1e.16 about here

Significaht correlations between the PIAT change scores and student

responses are presented in Table 17. Despite the fact that the small
'Sty

number of students makes it difficult to identify correlated variables,

several significant correlations were obtained. Four academic responses

were related to achievement gains;
)
witing, reading aloud, and answering

,

academic questions were positively re'Sted to gains on various subt'ep,

while asking academic,questions was negatively related to gains. One

task management response, appropriate play (teacher-sanctioned play), was

34
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positively related to achievement gains. Two inappropriate student re-

sponses (inappropriate locale and look around) were negatively related to

achievement gains.

Insert Table 17 about here

Anecdotal Records

Descriptions of the classroom setting mid target students were

written by the observers, when possible, to document qualitative charac-

teristics that might not be evident from the observational records.

Anecdotal records were completed for 15 pairs of students (a pair con-

sisted of one LD student and one non7LD student fr the same classroom).

Qualitative data related to the target student's locatipn in the class-

room, physical appearance, relationship with the teacher, relations-hip

with peers, and attention to task are summarized here.

Location in classroom. The location of,three LD students and

two non-LD students was in the middle of the room. Five LD students

and nine non-LD students were seated in the front area of the room,

while six LD and three non-LD students were seated in back of the

room. In one classroom, the position of both the LD and non-LD student,

was described as variable, with the teacher changing seating positions

of students during the d,iy.

Physical appearance. Most students were described by the observers

as being average, or similar in appe.arance to thlogtudents' peers.

Seven LD students were characterized as less neat (dirty clothes,

poorly dressed,,messy hair), and four were described as being somewhat

different physically (chunkier, taller, strange eye movements). Three

30
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non-LD students were characterized as slightly different in some respect;

two.were described as less heat (not as well dressed, messy), and one was

described as somewhat different physically (eyes look different).

Relationship with teacher. The relationship between the target

student and his/her teacher was described relative to the relationship

between other students in the classroom land the teacher. For LD students,

the student-teacher relationship was described as somewhat different for

seven students. Four of these involved the teacher,giving more attention

to the student; two involved the student attempting to get more attentjon

from the teacher. One involved a relationship in which the teacher ig4.

nored most of what the student did; howdver this same relationship wask.

described for the norAD student,Ch the same clas,sroom. For non-LD

_students, the student-teacher relationship was described assomewhat

different for four students. In addition to the one noted above (teacher\

ignored student), one involved the teacher showing favoritism toward the

1

student, one involved the teacher giving more attention to the student

because of inappropriate behaviors; and one involved the student attempt-

ing to get more attention from the teacher.

Relationship with peers. The relaIionship between the target stu

dent and his/her peers was described as average for most students. The

peer relationshipsfor three LD students were described as being somewhat

atypical (student is a,bully, student is loud and'receives many nega,tive

comments from peers, peers look down on student) and two non-LD students

(peers laugh.at-and tease student, student likes to destroy work of

peers).

Attention to taq. The target sthdent's attention to task was de-

scribed as variable or poor for efght LO students and for five non-LD

30
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(/students. In some cases, it was nofed that the student was off ta un-

less under .close supervision. One LD student was described as being on

tas,k_with the LD teacher but off task with the regular classroom teacher,

while another student was described as off task with the LD teacher

but on task with the regular classroom teacher.

Discussion

The observation of LD and non-LD students revealed several major

findings. First, there were.no differences in time allocated to.instruc-

tion for the two groups of students. Essentially the same amounts of

time were allocated to academic actiOties, to non-academic activities,

and to each specific activity (reading, math, etc.) for LD and non-LO

students. For both groups, about 85% of the observed day (or, about

4544 of-the tinre-they were at sciuul) lawsal-located to academic a---c-tivi-t-Tes,

with mist of that time (about 30't of the observed day or 15% of the time

they were at school) allocated to reading. However, there were 'differ-

ences between LD and npn-LD students in the type of instruction received:

LD Audents received significantly more individual instruction and sib-

nificantly less entire group instruction than non-LD students. And,

in agreement with this, LD students received significantly more instruc-

tion with the teacher at their side than non-LD students. Further, LD

students received about three times as much teacher approval as non-LD

stueLents; however, the average times were both very small .(36 seconds

and 12 seconds per, day for LD and .non7LD students, respectively).

Despite the differences found in type of instruction, teacher

position, and teacher otivity for LD and non-LD students, there were

3 t,
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no significant differences in the total academic responding time (the

time that the student actually was engaged academically in lerning) for

the two groups of students. However, there were some differences between

LD and non-LD students in some types of academic responding. LD students

spent more time than non-LD students engaged in playing academic games

(about 3 1/2 minutes per day for LD versus 1 minute fqr non-LD), read-

ing aloud (about 3 3/4 minutes per day for LD versus about 45 seconds

for non-LD),, talking about academics' (about 5 1/2 minutes per day for

LD versus 2 minutes for non-LD), answering academic questions (about,2

minute9 per day for LD versus about 45 seconds for non-LD), and asking

academic questions (about 1 minute per day for LD versus about 25 seConds

for non-LD). On the other hand, non-LD students spent more time engaged

la_writia.g than LD _studemts_ catlaut la.minutes---per-day-for_no-m-t-D-versus____.

about 22 minutes for LD). Many of these differences appear to beN

related to the differences in the type of structure in which the two

groups received instruction, For instance, LD students spent signifi-

cantly more time than non-LD students_engaged in playing academic games,

reading aloud, talking about academics, answering questions, and asking

questions when they were in individual instruction, while non-LD stu-

dents spent significantlymmore time than LD studenis engaged in writing

and reading silently during entire group instruction.

Another major finding was that there were no significant differences

foUnd in total times students spent making inappropriate responses, nor

in the times spent making each specific type of inappropriate response.

Similarly, both LD and non-LD students spent essentially equivalent
*

amounts of time making task management responses. The task management

30
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responses accounted for over 50% of the stu,dents-' total responding,time-.

Academic responding accuulited for aboul 25 of the students' responding

time, and inappropriate responses accounted-for over l5 of the students'

responding time.

Perhaps the most striking,finding was'the small amount of academic

responding time for both LD andnon-LO students. Academic responding

time accounted for only 26% of ihe student' responding time, which

translates to approximately 47 minutes pe,r day. In a sChool year con-

sisting of about 160 days, this means_ a student, on'the average:spends ,

125 hours making academic responses.while in school a total of about
4

1040 hours. The average LD student Spends about -9.9 hours reading

aloud during the, school year, while the average non-LD student ',fiends

about 1.9-hours reading aloud during.the schoof:year.; In contrast,

the average sIudent spends about 200, hours Taking passive-responses

during the school year.

The implications for the time a student is en.gaged in,various types

of responses are even more striki.ng when.the extreme variability between

students is considered. One student in the present study'spent,an

average of 136.40 Ainutes,in:paSsive reionding'durafg One day; this .

translates to about 363:7 hours over the schodl year. Another student

spent an average of 25.15 minutes in inappropriate play during one

day; this translates to about 67.1 hours over the school year. Yet,

other students spent only 26.50 minutes per diy in passive responding

and40.25 Minutes per day in inappropriate play; over th6 school year,

these amount to about 70.7 hours and 40 mfnutes:respectively.

The time percentages found in the curreht study agree with those

reported by other investigators. As in the present study, Hall et al. .
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;undated) and Greenwood et al. .(1:981) found that during only 25'( 9f

the instructional day (the part of the day tivt could be observed) was

the student actually engaged in 'making an academic response..4Similarly,

students spent about 53% of the Instructional day in task management 7

responses dnd .18°I, of the day in inappropriate behaviors; these per-

tentages are very close to those found in the present study. The

specific times reported by Hall et al., however, were somewhat higher

-

than in the present stu0y because of a longer instruc6ona1 day.- Stu-

dents observed by Greenwood et al, spent aboUt 68 minutes per d5y in

academic responding, compared to about 47 minutes per day in the pr'esent

,study.

Despite the large differences between the responding times of in-

dividual students in he present. study, the relationship between re-

spOnding time and achieveMent was not clear.. Perhaps the clearest finding .

was that.a negative relationship exists between the time &pent in task

management responses and achievement. This finding certainl-y ha's important.
_

implications given that studentsspend over 5V i)f each school day making

such responses. Also:the results, suggested that certain types of academic

1

responses, at least when made by some'students (e,g,',,LD students asking

academic questions) may be related negatively to achievement. This findim
<

.may be related to the quality of the academic responding time reflected

ill-such responses... For example, there certainly are differences between

an academic question of the type,What'page'should I be reading?" and

one of the type, "What does this word mean?" It is reasonable to assume

,that similar di'fferences exist in the types of4academit statements that'

might be,made by students.
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There are several possible reasons:for the fact that this study did

not find the strong relationships between activ.e academic responding and

achievement found in other studies (Borg, 1980; Cooley & Leinhardt, 1980;

Gayer & Richards, 1979; Good &"Grouws, 1977; Greenwood et al., 1981;.

McKinney, Mason, perkerson, & Cl'ifford,..1975; Stallings, 1975). First,

.the PIATis a more global measure of achievement than those used in several

of the studies. A mbre content-specific test may have revealed greater

relationship between stddent responding-and achievement. Related to

this is the fact that for ost students, an attempt was made to correlate

student responding time to d-of-the-year HAT scores. If changes in

PIAT scores over the school'y ar had been available, greater relationships

might.have been found. Although change scores were available for some LD

students, the small number results in highlytenuous correlattons. Even

so, most of the correlation with the change scores were in the direction

of the correlations reported in othel' studies. Another possible reasoh

for the failure to find sti-on'g relationships betweeh rerionflng times

and, achievement-relates to the student population. The LD student

the present study had significantlY lower PIAT sà9res, yet becaus

in

f the

.nature of fnstruction they received, also spent significantly more time

making many b.f the active,academic resPonses. The caution raised bY.
4

Graden et J. alt982) is importantvto remember here. Despite fhe negative

. correlations, it is inappropriate to conclude that more,active academic

responding leads to poorer achievement.

As other researchers have noted, the present study "points to the

importance of looking not only at quantity of academic responding, hut
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also at qua14ty oftha reponding 'time: Although LD and non-LD students

may spend equivalent.amounts of time in silent reading, a qualitative

analysis would help to identify whether the time was spent equally ef-

ficiAtly by the two grousps. Even in thos.e cases where LD students

seemed to have a great advantage over the noR-LD students, such .as in

the amount or.individdal instructpn, qualitative'analyses would help

to clarify the benerjts to be received from the additional time.

The results of the current study also have implications for the'

special education decisioR-making process'in today's schools. Students

who have been identified and placd within LD service programs apparently

do accrue certain benefitS froa being placed within the programs. They

receive more individual instruction 'and more teacher approva.l. Further,

evén,though their total acadeaicjesponding time is not different from

that.of non-LD studenq, they do spsend more time actively engaged in

'five out of seven academic responses. Although,IRLD research has suggested

that there is little basis for current eligibility and placement decisions

.(Algozzine & Ysseldyke, 1981; Algozzine, Ysseldyke, & Shinn, iri-press',

Eppsi McGue, & Ysseldyke, in press; Potter, Ysseldyke, Regan, g Algo

in press; Ysseldyke, Algozzine, Richey, & Graden, the,place-7

' 4

ment decision may result in significant benefits to the students. Whether

the benefit of increased time outweighs the detrimental effects of being

labeled requires further research, as does the relationsh'-ip between

increased time and achievement changes. SiMilarly, research is needed

t.
.bn the extentito which the increased times occur for students of varying
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degrees.of disability (cf. Poplin, 1982), and the extent to which times

chan-0as a function of the lengt11* of timegthe student has been receiving

servites.

In discussing the benefits of special education LD placement, the

assumption is
,
that LD students are allocated more individual instruction

and more teacher approval, and more often are given opportunitiO to

engage in certain types of active aca.demic responses,-during the times

when they are in the LD resource'room. Data to support,or refute this .

assumption are not available from the current analyses. Future analyses-

will address the important issue of ere increased times are occufring

4'Yor LD stiAdents.

While the current observational findings have clear implications

fdr educational practfce, the manner in which the results are interpreted
4

and applied to the c)assroom iS critical in-determining the extent,to

which'changes occur. The limited amounts of time in which students were

engaged in active a.cademit responding are not unique\to one student,

one.teacher', one school, or even one.distrtct. The responsibility for

'how students spend,their time in school must be shared by all involved

in educatton, including those in univers.ity teacher training programs.

coPperative,e,fforts by-eficatorsat all levels, students cad be

.provided with, mare bppol..tunities to respond while in the classroom,

and teachers can be provided with organIzational supports that allow

more o't the scheduled day tp be:devoted to instruction.

$

t

4.,

.0*
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Footnotes

The observational researchreported here was part of an extensive

project that could ngt have 'been completed without the cooperation and

help of numerous individuals. Foremost among these were.the administra-

tors, teachers, and students in the school district in which the research

was conducted. Equally important to the successful completion of the

research were the observers; all were committed to providing an accurate,

objective picture of the school day. Listed alphabetfcally, the ob-,

servers for the present study were:, Deborah DeCoux, Barbara Flykt,

Eileen Mevissen, 'Donna Miller, Rose Marie Plant, Cheryl Randklev,

Judith Rygwall, Yvonne Shafranski, Wendy Studer, and Geraldine Webster.

In addition, the assistance of Sandra Christenson during observer

training is gratefully acknowledged. The special assistance of Charles

Greenwood and Sandra Stanley, University of Kansas, in the implementation

of eheir CISSAR observational system was appreciated greatly, as was the

data analysis expertise provided by Bob Algozzine, Matthew McGue, and

Jing Jen Wang. Also essential to the completion of the project were the

contributions of psychimetric assistants BarbaraAnderson, Lisa Boyum,

Yetta Levine, and Cathy Walters. Further, the excellent secretarial

services'provided by Audrey Thurlow and Marilyn Hyatt made the entire

. research process easier than it would have been under normai conditions.

1
Thrughout this report, "LD"'is used to refer to students labeled

LD by the schools. Schools Ilse a variety of approaches, in assigning

this label.

2
For each research question, the number of possible significant

.e., the number of variables) was tabulated and then a
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five percent cutoff 'point was determined. For example, for the first

research question, 11 significant findings were possible; the cutoff

pQint thus lias .55. jindings for a given research.question were con-

sidered to'be meaningful only when the number of significant t test

findings was greater than the five percent cutoff point. Thus, for a

research question encompassing 209 variables, the differences indicated

by a total of 10 significant t tests would not be considered meaningful

(the cutoff point would be 10.45), whereas for a research question en-

compassing 152 variables, the differences indicated by a total of 10

significant t tests would be considered meaningful (the cutoff point

would be 7.60).



Table 1

CISSAR Event Areas and Specific E-vents Codeda

Event Area Speci fi'c Events Coded

Activity - type of instrLction being
provided/established by teacher

Task - curriculum task or verbal
instruction mode in which student
is expected to engage

Teaching Struature - physical arrange-
ment of student in class

Teacher Position - location of teacher

Teacner Activity - response of teacher
to target student

Student Response - behavior in which
student is engaged

R - Re'ading M - Math S - Spelling H - Handwriting
L - Language Sc - Science Ss - Social S-tudies

Ac - Arts/Crafts Ft - Free Time Brn Class Business/
Management Tn - Transition Ct Can't Tell

,Rr - Readerg Wb - Workbooks Ws - Worksheets
- Paper and Pencil Ll - Listen to Teacher Lecture

Orn - Other Media Tsd Teacher-Student Discussion
2fa - Fetch/Put Away

- Entire group - Small group I - Individual

IF - In Front of Class AD - At'-Desk AS -Thmong Students
0 - Out of Room S - Side -B - Back

NR - No Response T - Teachi ng OT - Other Tal k

A - Approval 0 - Bisapproval

W - Wri ting G - Playing Academic Game RA - Reading Aloud
itS - Silent Re-a-ding TA - Talking About Academics
ANQ - Answers Academic Question A'SK - Asks Academic

Question AT - Passive Response RH - Raising Hand

LM - Looking for Materials M -.Moves to New Academic Station
PA - Play Appropriate DI - liisruption PI - Play Inappro-
priate IT - Inappropriate Task TNA - Talking About Non-
academics IL - Inappropriate Locale , LA - Look Aroad
SST - Self-Stimulation

4triied on Stanl,:v 6 Greenwood's (1980) CISSAR: Code for instructjonal 'Structure and student academia
response. Obser,er's manual . Within the Student Response Event Area, the AT event, which was designated
as "Attending" by Stanley and Greenwood, was renamed as "Passive Response" in the present investigation
to avoid inappropriate connotations of the responses included within that event.
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Tabl e 2

Summary of Rel i abi 1 i ties Caltculated Uuring the Study

Reliabil ity Mean Range

Behavioral

Teacher Pos;tion 92.5 69:100

Teacher Behavior 94.4 72-100

Student Response 89.0 60-100

Sequential 85-99

a
All rel iabi 1 ities are expressed as perce tages,

I

4
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Tab,le 3

Examples of Observed Events with Large TiMe Variability Among Studentsa
,

Event Range Time Difference

Activity

Reading 28.70 J96.95 68.25
Math 0.00 - 67.20 67.20

Task

Readers 4.55 -135.80 131.25
Workbooks 0.00 82.25 82.25
Other Media 11.20 88.20 ti 77.00

Structure

Entire Group 34.30 -201.95 167.65
Small Group 0.00 - 96.96 , '96.95

Individual, 0.00 - 93.45- 93.45

Teacher Position

In Front 10.90 -104.90 94.00
At Desk. 1.75 - 94:60 92.85

Among Students 10.15 -140.90 130.75
Beside Student 0.40 - 66.25 65.85

Teacher Activity

No Response 52.35 -155.40 103.05
Teaching . 23.5 - 92.75 68.90 -

Student Response

--Writing 11.00-- 50.75- 39.7.5 --

Passive Response 26.50 -136.40 109.90
Play Inappropriate 0.25 25.15 24.90

a
Entries are times in minutes per day

54
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Table 4

Time Allocated to Activities for LD and Non-LD Students
a

.Activity
LD Non-LD

R % Sig. Levelb

Reading 60.8 28.8 65.7 30.1 ns

Math 41.5 19.7 44.9 2016 ns

Spel 1 ing 11.1 5.3 9.8 ns

Handwriting /.8 3.7 9.6 4.4 ns

Language 29.8 14.1 25.9 11.9 ns

Science 11.4 5 A 11.2 5.1 ns

Social Studies 17.1 18.3 8.4 ns

Arts/Crafts 10.9 5.2 10.3 4 _7 .ns

Free Time 6.4 .3.0 4.2 1.9 ns

Business Management 5.6 2.6 7.1 3.2 ns

Transitibn g 8.4 4.0 5.0 ns

Can't Tell 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 ns

Total 211.0 218.0 ns

a
Entries are mean numbers of minutes, and
minutes, for one day, based on,17 LD and

b
Significance levels are from independent
times over two days.

perce ntages of .to,tal

17 non-LD students.

t tests on the mean

""
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Table 5

Composites Activity Times for LD and Non-LD Studerifsa

7

Activity
Composi te

LD. Non-LD ,
Sig

Level

Academic 179.5 85.1 185.4 85.0 ns

Non-Academic 31.5" 14.9 32.6 15..0 ns

:Total . 211.0 218.0 ns'"

a Entries are mean numbers of minutes, and percentages of total minutes,

for 'one day, based on 17' students in each group.

b Significance lpvels are froM independent t tests on the mean tiMes

over two days.

f:
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Table 6

Time Allocated to Tasks for LD and Non-LD Studentsa

Tas'k .

LD Non-LD Si g

Level"

Readers_ 57,7 27.4 .6.5 _35.2_ ns

Workbooks 30.1 14.3 25.0 11.5, ns

Worksheets 27.4 13.0. 29.9 13.8 -ns

Paper & Pencil 22.2 '10.5 22.0 10,.1 . ns .

Ltsten to Lecture 3.6 1.7 4.5 2.1 ns

Other'Media 46.0 21.8 31.5 14.5 .014

Tepcher-Student
DisCussion , 12.4 5.9 ,14.1 6.5 ns

Fetch & Put.Away 11.4 5.4 13.8 6.4
.

ns'

e.

TOtal 210.8 . 217.3 ns

%Me

i

lEntries are mean numbers of minutes, and percentages of total

.
minutes, for ond day; based on 17 LD and Non-LD students.

b
Significance levels are from indgpendent t tests on the mean times
over two days.

0

'
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Table 7

Time Allocated to Class Structures for LD and Non-LD Students

Structure
LD Non-LD Sig

Level

';nt-ire-GrOup

Small Group
i

A

Individual
i.
Total

134.8

42.1

34.4

211.3

6.3.8

19.9

16.3

166.4

48.5
0

3.0.

,4-2,17.9.

76.4

22.:2

1.4

.031,

- ns

..000

ns

'a Entries are mean ntfmbers of minutes, and percentages of total min-
utes', for one day, based on 17 LD ark! 17 non-LD students.

b"Significance levels are from independent t tests on the ean times
over two days.

41,

5
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Table 8

lme in Various Teacher Positions for LD and Non-LD Students
a

Teacher Positton
LD Non-LD' Sig

Level

In Front 35.6 20.3 50.5 27.9 ns

At Desk 29.4 16.7 46.2 25.5 ns

Among Students 80.8 ,, 46.0 67.1 37.1 ns

Beside ''Student 19.8 11.3 2.6 1.4 .000

'Back. 5.5 3.1 8.1, 4.5 ns

(0 ut 4.6 -2.6 6.5 3.6 ns

Total 175.7 181.0 ns

a
Entries are mean lumbers of minutes, and percentages of total min-
utes, for one based on 17 LD and 17 NA-LD students.

b
Sfgilificance levels are from independent t tests on the mean times
over two days.

0(

.
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Table 9

.

Tiine in Various Teacher Activities for LD and 'Non-LD Studentsa
I

_

Teacher-Activity

,
LD Non-LD Sig

LeVel

y -
No Response 105.0 59.7 113.5 62.6 ns

Teaching 63.4 36.1 60.3 33.3 ns

Other Talk
,

5.-6
...

3.2 6.4 3.5 ns

Approval
.

0.6 . 0.3 0.2 k 0.1 :003

Disapproval 1.2 0.7 0.8 0.4 ns

Total 175.8 181.2 ns

...

s

a
Entries are mean numbers of minutes, and percentages of total min-
utes, for one day, based on 17 LD and 17 Non-LD students.

b
Significance levels are from independent t tests on the mean times
over two days.

e

4

4*
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Table 10

Student Response Time for LD and Non-LD Studentsa

Student Response
LO Non-LD

,
Sig h

Level'

'Writing 22.4 12.8
,

30.1

.1.0

16.6 .029

Play Acad Game 3.4 1.9 0.6 .041

Read Aloud 3.7 2.1 0.7 0.4 .007

Read Silently 8.4 4.8 12.8,, 7.1 ns

Ta 1 k Academi cs 5.6 3.2 2.0 1.1 .001

Answer Acad Question 2.1 1..2 0.7 0.4 .022

Ask Acad Question 1.1 0.6 0.4 0.2 .000

Passive Response 70.4 40.1 80.0 44.3 ns

Raise Hand 3.2 1.8 3.2 1.8 ns

Look for Materials 6.2 3.5 5.2 2.9 ns

Move To.New Acad*Station 5.2 3.0 5.7 3.2 ns

Play Appropriate 10,.6 6.0 8.9 4.9 ns

Disruption 1.4 0.8 0..1 0.0 ns

Play Inappropriate 6.,1 3.5 5.7 3.2 ns

Inappropriate Task 1.3 0.7 1.1 0.6 ns

Talk Non-Academics 6.3 3..6 6.1 3.4 ns

Inappropriate Locale 1.9 1.1 2.2 1.2 ns

Look Around 15.9 9.0 14.7 8.1 ns

Self Stimulation 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 ns

Total 17.5.5 180.7 ns

,

a
Entries 'are mean numbers of minutes, and percentages of total
minutes, for one, dAy, based on 17 LD and'17 Non-LD students.

-b
Significance levels are from independent t tests on the mean-times
over two days.

c
e

5 j )
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Table 11-

Composite Student Response Times for LD and Non-LD Studentsa

Student Response
Composite X

LD Non-LD
X %

Sig

Level

Academic 46.7 26.6 47.7 26.4 ns

Task Management 95.6 54.5 103.0 57.0 ns

Inappropriate 33.2, 18:9 30.0 16.6 hs

Total 175.5 180.7 ns

a
Entries are mean numbers of minutes, and percentages of total minutes,
for one day, based on 17 students in each group.

bSignificance levels.are from independent t tests on the mean times
over two days.
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Table 12
.."

End-of-the-Year PIAT Standard Scores for LD and Non-LDS14Jents

i
, .

Subtest
Y

LDa

SD

Non-LDb
Y SD

Mathematics. 96.58 11.78. 110:77 9.49

Reading Recognition 91.83 11.01 111.3.9 6.23
*A

Reading Comprehension 93.00 13.24 110.08 10.5?

. .

Spelling 88.00 10.29 106.85 11.27
,

General Information 105.92 7.23 105.54. 13.52

Total 95.09
,
7.66

,

_109.15 8.20
d

a
Test results were available for 12 LD students.

b
Test r.esults were available for 13 non-LD students.

.

4

6
-1.

,

t

,

i

,

,,
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Table 13

Sivificant Correlations Between PIAT'and.Academic Student Responsel

Academic
Student Response

PIAT
Subtest Overall LD Non-LO

Acad Composite Spelling 44*

Gen Infor -.59*

Writing Spelling .48*

Gen Infor -.57*

Acad Game Gen Infor -.66**

ReadAlad Read Comp .59*

Spelling -.48**

Total -.34*

Read Silently Read Recog .58*** .68**

Read Comp .42*

Spelling .50**

Gen Infor .60***

Total de' .60*** .68**

Taa Acads Math -.54*

Read Recog -.63*** --

Read Comp ,
-.62*** -.52*.

Spelling i -.51**

Total

Ask Acad Q Math -.46*

Red Recog 7.54** -- JP%
Read Comp;
Spelling -.58***

Gen Infor -- .58*

Total -.42*

a
Significance levels of correlations are designated as follows:

* :05

**
p.

.01

*** p < .001
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Table 14

Significant Correlations Between PIAT and Task Management

Student Responsesa

Task Management
Student Response

PIAT

Subtest Overall LD Non-LD

Raise Hand

'Look for Materials

1

Read Recog

Gen Infor

Math
Read Recog
Read Comp
Total

-.49**

-.47**

'-.51**
-.37*

-.66**

-.74**

-.62*

-.68**

.68**

aSignificance levels of correlations are Aesignated as follows:

** p < .01

**",* < .001
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Table 15

Significant Correlations Between PIAT and Inappropriate

_ Student Responsesa

Inoppropriate
Student Response

PIAT

Subtest Overall LD Non-LD

Inappr Composite Infor .52*,.Gen

- Total -,
_

.74*

Disruption Gen Infor -- .60*

Total . _. .56*
.

Play Inappr Read Comp .42* 57*

Gen Infor .54*

Inappr Task -Math -.42* I

Read Comp -- ,.66**

Spelling -.42* _ -

Gen infor -.66**

Talk Non-Acad Total .60*

Inappr Locale Math -.36* - _

Look Around Read Comp -:- -.54*
Spelling .58*

Self Stimulation Math -.36* --,

Read Recog .53* '

a
Significance level$ of correlations are designated as follows:

* R - .05

** R , .01

****1) .001

I

64
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Tabl e 16

Changes in PIAT Raw Scores Over One Year for Si.x LD Students

PIAT Subtest Range

-Witife-diaticT +1-8

Readi ng Recogni ti on. +3.83 +1 - +10

Read i ng Comprehensi on +4.00 -1 - +1.8

Spel49 .+2. 60 -4 - +11

General I nformat i on +9.67 - +17

Total +17.40 +2 - +43

Go
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Table 17

Significant Correlations Between PIAT Raw Score Changes and Student

Responses far Six LD Studentsa

Student Response PIAT Subtest Correlation

Academic

Math.

----- - -

.82*Writing

Read Recog ,.89**,

Read Aloud Mdth .82*

Read Recog .89**

Read Comp .81*

Ans AcadA Spelfing .80*

Ask Acad Q Math

... Read Recog -.85*

Read Comp -.85*

Spelling

Task Management

Read Recog 74*
,

Play Appropriate

Read Comp .81*

Inappropriate

Inappr Locale

Look Around
o,

:

Math

Spelling

-.72*

-.80*

a
Significance levels of.correlations are designated as follows:

* 2. c .05 ,
*** 2.-< .01
*** p_< .001

.

,

0., I,

,
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School Day

= 390 min

(lunch: Recess,
Music, Assembly,

etc.)

Observed Day

= 214.34 min

S.

Handwritirig (8.72 mfn)

Academic

ActOities

= 182.41 min

Non-Academic

Activities

= 31.93 min

,

s

111
--1------- ----fransi tiOn T§.-6-8nTilnY---------

, Business Mgmt (6.34 'min)

Free Time (5.30 min)

1_

Academic

Reading

(63.24 min)
,

Math
.

(43.20 min)

-

.

Lapguage

(27.87 min)
,

Social Studies
(17.68.m.in)

idence (11.26 min)

Spelling (10.114 min)

:

Of

,
Non-Academic

Artsgrahs (10.61 min)

Figure 1. Average Times Allocated to Various Activities 6uripb

a Typical School Day for CD and Non-LD Students.

ie.
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School Day

= 390 min

.11

(Lunch, )Recess,

Music, Assembly,
etc.)

Observed Day

= 214.12 min

4

61

Listen to Lecture (4.07 min)

Readers

(67.10 min) .

. '.

Other Media

-(38.79 min) ,

Worksheets
(28.65 mln)

-Workbooks
(27.56 miq

Paper & Pencil

.(22..l0 M).

Teach-Stu DIst

(13 25 mln)

Fetch/Put iwuy (12 60 m1n)

.4

Figure'2.. Ayerage Times Allocated to Various Tasks During'

TypiCal'S ho91 Day for LD and Non-LD 5tudents.

a
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School Day

= 390 min
0

(Lunch, Recen,,
Music, Assembly,
etc.)

,Observeit Day

= 214.58 Min

e

tntire Group

,-.(150.58 min)

SmalV Group

(45.30 min)-

Individual (18 70 min)

Avrage'Timps All'cxatedtp Vatious Teaching Structures
DuriliTa Typtcal:Schonk Day for LD and Mon-LD StudeiltS.

'V s



School Day

= 390 min

(Lunch, Recess,

Music, Assembly,
etc.)

Observed Day

= 178.46 min

" .Fiagure 4.

ear

t.1

Bacl (6.W) min) .

Out (5.57 min)

Among Students

(74.00 min)

.

In Front

(43.05 min)

At Desk

(37.83 min),

kW* Student. (11,21, min)

, .

11

63 a

,

I.

Average Times Allocated to Various Teacher Positions
Duning a Typical School Day for LD and Non-ED Students. #

0-
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School Da),

= 390 min

(Lunch, Recess,
Mlisic, Assembly,
etc.)

,Observed'Day

= 178,44 min

1

elt

sr*

Other Talk (6.00 min)

DisaPproval ( .97 min)

Approv,a1 .36 min)

No. Response

(109.22, min)

Teaching'

.(61.89 min)

.F-igure 5: Average Tirtl,p9Allocated to"V.a.rfoUs Teache'rACtiv.ities
During a Ty0ca.1 School..DaY for Lp, and Non-LD Students.

t.

1
-
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School Day .

= 390 min

(Lunch, Recess,
Music, Assembly,
etc.)

Student Response

Observed Day

= 178.14 min

A

Task

Management

.= 99.27 min

Academic

-

= 47.21 min

jnappropriate

= 31.66 min

o 4

Figure 6. Average Times LD a Non-LD.Students Were Engaged in

/Various Responses' uring a TyPical School Day.

1'

Play Appropriate (9.72 min)

Look for Materials (5.70 min)

Move (5.46 min.)

Raise' 'Nand (3.20 min)

Tal.k Academic (3.80 min)

Read Aloud (2)22 min)

Academic Gathe (2.21 min)

Ans Acad Q (1.38 min)

Ask Acad Q ( .74 min)

. Task Managen

e

Passive

Response

(75119 miri)

65

Talk Non-Acad (6.19 min)

Play Inappropriate (5.92 min)

Inappropriate Locale (2.03 min)

Inappropriate Task (1.24 min)

Disruption ( . min)

Self Stimulation

\()

.23 min).

Academic

--Writing

(26.25 min)

Ond Silently (10.61 min)

Inappropriate

Look *Around (15.29 min)

74
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InscrucLional A_

(Subject area of learning experience being provided to target stUdent by
teacher, aide, or peer tutor or by target student to tutee.)

INote: Anytime the activity changes, move to a new coding block

Activity/Code Definition ExaMples Special Notes

Feading (R)

Math (M)

Spelling (S)

Reading instructions-or activity;
.oral and silent reading from
books, discussion of words, sounds,
vowels, consonants, phonics

Math instruc'tions or activity;
numbers, geometry, ttne, weights,
metrics, measurement, story
problems

?

Spelling instruction or activity;
copying spelling work, spelling
test

4

Handwritthg (H) Handwriting instruction or "ativity;
focus on mechanics of writing let-
ers or woeds (print, cursive, etc.);

-how to hold pencil, how to move arm,
discussion of size of letters, lines

on paper

7 4

reading library book
ealking about ch sound
sitting at reading table
draw picture about story

working time worksheet
measuring each other's

height
writing math-Problem on

board
f,indsexamples of "less

than"

find number of days in
2 years

-

taking spelling test
playing spelling bee ga4i9
looking up correct spell-
ing of missed.word

practice pe4Manship
_matches capital and lower

case letteKs

Include.;

how to use dictionary,
encyclopedia,...(refer-
ence books) 4,

learning ABC'e (but..Dat
when learning how to write)

draw picture of what read;
act out story

4

Include:
use of dictionary to !ind

spelling of word

7o



Instructional Activity - cont.

Activity Definition Examples Special Notes

Language (L)

Science (Sc)

Social Studies

(Ss)

Language instruction or activity;
focus on speech, vocabulary, and
language meaning (words, physical
relationships, et.c.); creative
writing; listening exercises;
other languages

Science instruction or activity;
science-related topics (chemistry,
electricity, space travel,-elec-
tronics, nature, inrsects, weather,
mammals, body, ee/cise, personal
hygiene)

Social studies instruction or
activity; cultures, ways of life,
jobs, roles; maps; music topics
(instruments, singing, scales, notes)

Arts/Crafts (Ac) Art-related instruction or activity%
coloring, drawing, cutting, pasting

writing book report on
5-49ry in reader

pointi\to "on top,"
40"iinder," etc.

learns how to say "tliank
you" in 5 languages

discuss Weather
perform experimentation

on electricity
school nurse talks ibout
hygiene

reads Weekly Reader arti-

cle about insects

talk about sex biases
sing Thanksgiving songs
label mg-Pof U.S.
listen td lecture on Civil
War

make poster of primary
colors

draw picture o elf
watch slides of sculptures

Include:
book reports (writing or

i-eading)

looking up definition in
dictionary

public speaking exercises

watching or doing experiment
exercises in classroom
sex education (physical

aspects-not relationships)
speakers on drugs/alcohol
science article in Weekly

Reader

Include:

sex education -,relationships
in general

unit on friendships
special education topics -

relations with handicapped
customs; holidays
history

Include:
viewing art (own or,others)

"'decorating (bulletin board,
classroom)

Within Ac time, putting sway or
getting new materials is still
Ac; only change fo Tn at begin-
ning or end of Ac time.



4 InLructional Activity cont.

Activity Definition Examples Special Notes

Free Time (Ft)

' Class Business/

Period during which student may

choose activity can be academic;

study time

Activity focused on scheduling,

Management (Bm) discipline, rules; usually occurs
regularly at start of day; show

and tell

Transition (Tn)

Can't Tell (CT)

Time between two other activities;
teacher signals tnd of one (put
away) and tip to prepare for new
activity. B r1s when teacer
starts instri4ction in new activity

Activities that do not seem to fit
in-other categories. See coordina-
tor to discuss - must (Mange to

another code:-

works math when, told to do

anything wants to do
after sZudent finishes
assiNment, is in
library area reading

picks up lunch-tickets
class talks about fight
on playground during
recess

say "here" during atten-
dance check

class breaks into groups
line up to go to recess
put away readers and get

out math books

Include:
extra-credit work

If everyone has free time,
ba targecvstudent is told
what he/she must do, do not
code Ft. Code the subject
area which he is require& to
do.

InClude:
Pledge of Allegiance,

morning songs
sex, relationships,

etc. when related
drugs,
to

specific problem in school

taking attendence

For arts/crafts, To is coded
only before.and after entire
activity

Make note of activity on
separate sheet so will
remember events to disptits

with coordinator

a

CA)

mr.

ti*



Academic Task

(Naterialg ustd by targtt stuaent for instructional activity)

Note; Any _time the task changes, move to a new coding block

0.44-4--44

46,

4

' Task/Code Definition - - Exziinples

Readers '(Rr)' Printed bOok,j)qund material

411.

Workbooks (9))

Worksheets (Ws)..

Paperback material in.which student
could write (even'if student is

required by teacher to write-on
separate paper Or in-notebook)

Separate prepared teacher sheets,
(usually ditto or photocopy) on
which students write; blackboard.
writiag, ky_itudent

Paper and Pencil, Tasks where student writes on

(PP) paper using pencil, pen, crayon,
. etc.; includes writing in nose-

book -

Listen to Teacher
Lecture (L1)

414

Tbacher talking or writing on
board, and student expected to

look and'listen

library book ,
math textbooK
comid book

spelling workbook
langdage workbook
handwriting workbgok

gtudent practices letters
on blackboard

dittoed crossword puzzle

piece of.notebook paper
for spelling test

warches teacher demon-
strate exercises

listens to teacher talk
about telling time

takes notes as teacher
presents ideas for field

; field trip

SpAiial Notes

4
0

Include:
-magazinds, Weekly Reader'-'

teference books (diction-
ary,-erreyt-lopeas)----,

Include:
1 page fora f,rom workbook
writing Weekly Reader

exercise
teacher made or printed tests

-
If students are taking notes
during teacher lecture tot

rememberWlints, ode LI

Code'Ll even if studerit. is

taking notes
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' C.

Academic Task -'cont.

Tasll/Code- Definitton Examples Special Notes

Other Mtdia (07)

Teacher-student

Discussion efsd)

14

Fetch/Put- awaY' Stul4ents ehanging materials-,

(FP) , putting away and getting,
cleaning up

1

Special materials; film, .tape
ti-ec9rder, game, arts agd crafts .

materiáls,.clocks, telephone,
play/drama

Student talking with teacher;
aak-answer question

. -

All other tasks take precedence

9

j
04.1

,

watches movie

listens to tape recorder
works on calculator
acts out story part

student answers teacher
questim

studentsin class talk:
-with teacher about

' friends

student tutors another
. on ABC!s .

sttident reads bookl,
report to class A

line up for lunch
picIA up materials to
t throw aw.4fore com-,

pleting art,project A

student hands out
worksheet's .

.

..

Include:

calcul&tor
animals

A
Include:

pee r. tutoring unless Using_

other materials
student verbal presenta-

tions (including reading
book report) ,

.All other tasks.take prt-
cedence over Tsd.

Take cue from teacher for
.change from Ll to Tsd.'

When sttident_haS absolutely no
materials\, and is not supposed
to have.anyimaterials' (such as
when has free time), codeFp.
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Structure

(How student is grouped for instructional activity)

Noce; Any time the structure ahanges, move to a new coding block

Structure/Code Definition Exampleg Special Notes

Entire Group (Eg) Stddent recefving instruction
with all other students in
classroom

c

.Small Group (Sg) Student is in part of class
that has been separated from

, rest,

' Individual (1)
o

Student is,alone (in corral,
at table) or working one-to-
one with teacher or eide

9 1

class,lecture
class freetiMe

reading group
discussion group
students in pairs

student working an science
experimene albne whlle
other read from text

aide tdtors student

r.

. -

For Eg, teaching (ay free
time is for everyone

Number is not the\criterion
- if class has 5 students
and instruction is directed
-to all of them, co* Eg

Include:
two students working
togepher away from rest
of class

Does not occur during free
time,except when free
time was created especiafly
'for student

CN
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Teacher PosItion

(Place of teacher in relation to ,1-11 students)

Teacler Fosition/
Code

Definition Examples Special Notes

:n Front/IF

At Desk/AD

Among Students/AS

.Side/S

Back/B

Out of Room/0

r'

So

in front of majority of

students

standing or seated at teacher's
desk

*standing or seated among
students

standing to the,side of
students and not AS

standing Or sitting in back
of classroom away from
majority of students

out of the room

- standing at blackboard
- at front bulletin board

looking in dgsk for note-
book

at desk collecting lunch
money

- walking around class'
checking itudent work,

seated with reading group

- student leaning over
child's desk

- talking to student at
his desk

- working at isolated desk
'in back of room

-putting up art pictures on
back bulletin board

- in hall talkine,to parent
- in teacher's lounge

( - working individually
with a student

8/
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Teacher Activity

(Coded in relation to target student or group in which he is a member)

.Teacher Behavior/
Code

Defqniti2n Examples Special Notes

No Response/NR

Teaching/I

Other Talk/0T

Approval/A

6isapprova1/D

'makes no.obseryable response

instruction or giving a
lesson to students

child 'must have opportunity

to learn

talking about class business,
rules, schedules, future

activities
- all teacher talk that is not

approval, disapproVal, or
teaeh.lag

expresses praise forstudent
work or conduct

expresses dislike or disgust
with student work, appear-
ance or conductz

- at desk grading papers
- out of room

- explaining at blackboard
- asking question
- talking about academic,

e:g. giving directions

talking about recess
- talking abouemother's

hospital stay
collecting lunch money

- teacher hugs student
- teacher smiles
- "Your map looks great"

- froWms at student
- that is the wrong answer
- "You're not trying"

1

VA

- working individually
with another-student

- key is active involve-
ment by teacher

- includes verbal comr
ments, gestures,
physical behaviors

- includeS verbal com-
ments, gestures,
and physical -behaviors



_2/Academie response,
,

Student Response

task management, or inappro:oriate behavior of target student)

Student Responte/
Code

Definition Examples

9

Special Notes

Academic Resoonses

Writing/W

Academic Game/G

Read Aloud/RA

;JO

student 'responses made to
academic task

students observed marking
academic materials with pen,
pencil, crayon

engaged with an academic.
media task played individu-
ally or with peer

Wren student, looking
reading material ahd
sayingd what is
written in print

- erasing

- marks answers on ditto
sheet with crayon

completes mith problems
from workbook

- tncludes flashCards, word
games, coloring, abacus

- student responses are
verbal, manipulatory or
social in nature

- 4 stildents are playing a
spelling game

-.does not include drawing
pictures, scribbling

- used for tests

- includes calculator
flashc ids when with a

class te or as a
pr*ctice tool

- student reads a paragraph - uged'when teacher checks
to rest of reading student's knowledge of

group flashcard

- reaars a sentence aloud to

"sound out" unfamiliar
words

#--



Stucent Response continued

Student Response/
Code ,

- Definition

Reading Silent/RS

Examples .

looking.at reading material
for at least 2 seconds, and/or
eye -movements indicate scanning
materials oti'desk (3' radius)

or held in.student's hands.
Readers must be open to a page.

Talk About Academics/ talk back and forth about

TA academic materials or
assignment

Answer Academic
Question/ANQ

student either verbally
or gesturally responds
to teacher's academic
question

Ask AcadRmic Question/ verbally ask the teacher a

Ask quettion related to .

academics

Special Notes

4

- student is reading direc-
. dons jn language workbook
- studept is scanning work-

book for familiar words
- student reads to'self a

set of numbers from math
book

- student tells classmate
answer to math question

- student tlks during show
and tell if-.

- student recites a poem
he's memorized

- istudent says "I don't
know" to teacher's
question

- studencspells a word for
teacher

"Is 3 + 4 .= to 7?"

- reading words or
numbeYs

- not rapid flipping

- only code when reading
materials include
seyeral pages (not
worksheet)

--child may.be.talking to
himself or a peer

coded,Avily when target

stddent talking, not
--when listening

- when reciting a poem or
story from memory

- student doing all work
in limelight

- answer may be correct
or incorrect

- answer should be almost
immediate

- must be an academic
question: When is

' N it time for lunch?
is not ASK

cp



StudencResponse/
Code

Ta52 Xanagement

Passive Rispon..e

Raising Hand/RH

9 :1

\\)

A`.

Student Response cont.inued

Definition Examples-

-

e Special Notes

student behaviors which
enable student to engage
in academic task -- not
direct responses to
academic tasks

s dent ig looking at teacher
kg- for instructions; at black-

bat for direction; or'at
r student asigiqor

an wering a question)--1-.

Key: looking at teather
. -

or peer

student's han'd raised;,may

be accompanied by looking
forteaNer and if student

/raises hand in a request
/ to answer teacher question

i

- -student looks at teacher
while -she lectures

- studert'pages'through
math book to final
assignment

- teacher asks scudent to
pass out ditto sheets

,to.class

- teacher asks question and
student raises hand to
_respond

- student needs help with
math sotraises hand
to alert teacher

- coded for listener when
two students are talk-
ing about academics

- rapid flipping of pages
- two students are playing

a game; target student
observing

- reading (ect.)

precedence

takes

- RH plus yelling,equals
DI (disruption) .-

rt,

9

\
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Student Response continued

Student Response/
Code

Definition rxamples Special Notes

Look for Materials/
LM

student,observeo looking for

or puttini away materials;
includes use of materials
away from desk e.g. an-
swer sheets, reference books)

Moves to New Academic student moves_to new area as

Station/M station for nqct activity-,
activity is in transition'

Play Appropriate/PA

Inappropriate behavior

Disruption/DI

engaged in play behaviors
approved by teacher

may involve toys from home;
may be strictly social

behaviors which are aggressive
or.produce loud noises: in-

cludes loud talk

- student goes to teacher's
desk.for correction
sheet

- student returns dictionary
to shelf

- student looks for paper
and pencil

- student moves to learning
center during free time

students lining up for
reces

- students play musical
chairs during party

- students play Monopoly
during free time

- trips another student
- shakes fist at Other

student

- yells

- poke another student

- may include uSe of
r,eference materials

away from desk; look
up word in dictionary
slidryeTlfig-penc

stapling

- includes lining,up and
moving when in com-
pliance with teacher
request

- code G if play becomes
an academic game

- code when student puts
head on desk when
told to or when has
:free time

drawing, coloring
drinking water, washing

hands

- DI takes precedence over
. inappropriate locale



Student ,pc.nse/

Code

40.

Student Resnonse continued

Definition Special !.otes

PlaN Inap7ro2r1ate/
PI

Inappropriate Task/
IT

Talk.Non-Academic/
TNA

play not approved by teacher - play involving squirt - includes scribbling or
guns, toys hidden in desk drawing at wrong times

- shoots rubber bands; paper - code when student puts
airplanes head on desk when is

engaged in task without teacher ' '- student colors to avoid
approval; not related to task
assigned

talks aloud to peer about
non-academic materials not
related to assignment

Inappropriate Locale/ child out of seat and away

IL from instruction site
looses contact with seat

LOok i:u-ound/LA

Self Stimulation/
SST

9

Ns\

student looking away from
academic task

active behaviors of child like
rapid ibcking or shaking: ,
maintait for 2 to 3 seconds

math assignment
- reads story during

Social Studies

- students talk about after
school plans

- "What time is lunch?"

- student goes to bathroom
without permission

- student becomes angry,
and leaves school

- student stands on desk

- child looks out window
- looks at floor then ceiling

- student rocks back & forth
- rapidly moves his pencil

back and forth

- avoidanee of assigned
task is key

- can be directed to teach-
% er or student
- includes passing notes

- code AT if student
looking at classmate
and ansWering.giiestion

- single major feature of
child's behavior-

- academic responses take
ftecedence over SST
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Institute for Research
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School #

,

Observdr Number

Observation Pages

Guidelines for Anecdotal Recordings

Class 'II Student #

Classrooin Procedures (Note general class arrangement, schedule, and
atmosphere. Anything unusual?)

Target Student (CommenOriefly on each of the following areas for the
,target student observed.)

Location (where does the child sit' in relation to where teacher
does most teaching?)

t

4%
Physical ppearance (is child's appearance similar to pee* group?)

Teacher-student relationship (ard interactions between teacher and
student similar to those of teacher,with other students?).

, .

; 1

Peer relationships (are,interactions between target student affd..
other students similar'to'thosg among most studentsin class?)

,
.

Attention tO task (how dOes target student compare .to ot6r studen'is?)

.

0t,her (iS.there anything about.the target student that-:seems different
' from other studentg in the clgsi?) $

.

. ., \ '.'
.

r ,s',

)1'

Validity of.Observation (Is there any reason why you would believe that
the observafion is not a valid reflection of typical classroom activities,

-interactions, etc?)
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D-1

Table 0.-.1

,Average Times *and RAges of Times Allocated to Activitiesa

ActNity Range

Rekiingp 63.25 28.70 - 96.95

Math 43.20 0.00 - 67.20

Spelling 10.45 0.00 -

Handwriting 8.70 0.00 26.95

Language -27.85
.0

- 63.00

Science 11.30 0.00 - 49.70

Social Siudies 17.70 0.00.- 49.70

Arts7Crafts 10.60 0.00 35.00

Free Time 5.30 0.06 - 16.80

Business Management 6.35 0.70 -,15.75'

Transition 9:65 1.05 22.05

Can't Tell 0.15 .0.00 - 3.50

Total 214.50, 154.70 -267.05

a
Means and ranges are average numbers of minutes for one day, based
on 34 students.
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Table D-2

-
Average Times and Ranges of Times Alldcated to Tasks a

Task Range
er

Re 1e rs 67.10 , 4.55 - 135.80

Wo'rkb oks 27.55 0.00 82.25

Worksheets 28.65, 0.00 - 59.50

Paper & Pencfl 22.10 0.00-- 51.45

Listen to Lecture, 4.05 0.00 - 18.55

-Other Media 38.75 11.20 - 88.20

Teacher-Student Disousipion 13.25 . 1.05 - 30.80

Fetch & Put Away_ 12.60 1.75 0.80

Totat 214.05 153.30 - 267.05

a
Means and rangesQare average numbers of minutes for re day,

4
based on 34 students.1
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Table D-3

. et

D-3

Average Times and Ranges of Times 111locateCTass Structuresa

k.

)

Structure , Range
4

tntire Group

Small Group
_

Individual

Total .

150.60

45.30_
_

18.70

214.60

34.30 - 201.95
r

0.00 - 96.95

0.00 - 93.45

154.70 267.75

I

a Means and ran6es are average numbers of minutes for one day,

based on 34 students.

j
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D-4

Table D-4
tki

Average Tives and Ranges of Times.,in Various Teacher Positionsa

Teacher.Position., 7

In Front 43.05

At Desk 37.80

Amom Students 73.95

Beside Studtnt 11.20

Back 6.80

Out 5.55 A

Total 178.35

Range

00.90 - 104.90

1.75 - 94.60

10.15 - 140.90

0.40 66.25

0.10 43.15

.0(125 7 32.35

127.25 - 224.50

a
Means and ranges are average numbers of minutes for one day,
based i34 students.
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'Table 0-5

.,

I.

D-5

Average Times and Ranges of Times in.Various Teacher Activitiesa.

Ne

Teacher.Activity
..Y-

.7,-
..

'Range

,

No Response .1.0.9.25 52,.35 - 155.40

.

-.Teaching 61.85 23.85 92.75
)

Other Talk 6.00 1.40 - 21.25

'1

Approval :- ' 0.40 0..00- .1.40

Disapproval 1.00 0.15 - 3.00

Total..f 178.5T 127.75 - 224.35

.

/
;.aMeans and ranges are average.;numbers of minutes for one day,

. based on 34 students. 1
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, Table D-6

Averao Times and Ranges of Times in VariouS StudRnt Rpsponsesa.

Student Response X Range

Writing ,'. ,

Play Acad 6arpe' .

Read AlOud

Read Silently
..,

.

Talk Academics

.

26,25

2.20

2.20

10.60

p13.80

11.00 - 50.75

0.00 -

0.00 - 16.35

0.15 - 30.35

0.85 - 12.10

Answer Acad Question . 1.40 0.10 - 9.50

Ask Acad Question 110.75 0.00 1.65

Passive Response 75.20 26.50 - 136.40

Raise Hand 3.20 0.35 - 12.90

.Look for Materials 5.70 1.40 - 15.10

Move to New Acad Station 5.45 1.00 - 10.90

Play Appropriate .9.75 0.15 - '27.50

Disruption 0.75 0.00 - 13.90

Play Inappropriate ' 5.90 0.25.7 25.15

Nappropriate Task 1.20 0.00 2 8.35;

Talk Non-Academics
e '

6.20 0.25 - 24.60

Inappropriate Lobale ' .2.05 0.00 - 15.75

Look Around 15.30 4.50.- 25.85
6

Self Stimulation , 0.20 0.00 - 1.15

To 1 178.10 127,25 - 224.35

a
Means and ranges are average numbers of minutes for one day,
based on 34 itudents.
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E-1

1 'To what extent are there significant diffe,rences between groups
in time spent in various studerit responSes as a 'function of
class activity?

Differences between groups were not significant.

2 To what extent are there significant differences between groups
in time spent in various studentlresponses as a function of
different tasks. 'enployed?

While using readers', LD st dents spent'more time reading
aloud than non-LD student (about two and one-half minutes
versus about 30 seconds) and spent more time in disruption
(but only about five seconds).

While using readers, non-LD students spent more time
writing than non-LD students (ten minutes versus 5,minutes
and.more time moving to a neeacademic station-(one and
one-half minutes versus less than one minute).

LD students spent more time talking about academics than
non-LD students when the task was other media, workbooks,
Or worksheets (but less than two and one-half4'minutes per
day ere spent during'each of these activities).

LD students were asked 1 re academic questions than non-1D
tudents while the task s other media, workbook,

worksheet, or fetching and putting away materials (less
than 20 secpnds in each activity).

LD students answered more acade c questions than,non-LD
students when the task was Kbo k, worksheet, paper and
pencil, or teacher-student lscussion (about 20 seconds
or less in each acti-vity).

o LD students spent more time looking for naterials durirrg other
media instruction (about one and one-half minutes) than non-

, LD students (about 40 seconds0.

3. To what extent.are there.significant differences between groups in
time spent in various student responses as a function of class

structure?

During...entire group instruction, non-LD students'spent
more time writing than LD students (23 minutes versus 14
minutes), reading silently (six miftutcs v_ersits_thxee and
une-half minutes), and in exhi,biting no active academic
. response (64 minutes versus 49 minutes).

- .

During small group instructioon-LD students spent more
time than LD students raising their hand (about one minute
versus about 15 serionds) and moving to a new academic station
(about one and une4a1f minutes versus about 40 seconds).

(
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During .small group instruction, LD students spent more time
than, non-LD students in reading aloud (one and one-half
minutes versus 30 seconds) and in asking questions (less
than one minute per day for both grogps)..

's. When the class structure was individoal'instrOction, LD
students spent more time writing (fOur and one-half Min-

.utes), playing academic games (one minute), reading aloud
(one and one-half minutes)., talking dbout academics (tWo
minutes), answering questions (one minute), asking ques-
tions (less than ten seconds), not engaged in an active
academic response (nine minutes), playing appropriately
(one and one-half minutes), playing inappropriate1y,(30
seconds), looking around (one and one-half minutes), and
self-stimuldtion (less than ten seconds).

4. To what extent are there significant differences between groups
in time spent in various student responses as a function of

teacher position?

While the te'acher was instructing in front of the class, -

non-LD students spent more time than LD students in writing
(about five minutes versus two and 14 one-half minutes) and in '

not being engaged in an active academic response (27 minutes

versus 18 minutes).

While the teacher was at her desk, non-LD students spent $

more tiire than LD students in writing (11 minutes versus

four and one-half minutes), looiing for materials (one and

one-half minutes versus one minute), and moving to a new
aca4emic station (two minutes versus one minute).

While the teacher was amorig students or at.the side of the
individual student, LD students were higher than non-LD
students in exhibiting no active academic response (eight

-minutes versus one and one-half minutes), LD students also
were higher in the following types of responding: writing,

playing academic games, reading aloud, talking about academics,
answering and asking questions, looking for materials,
lookjng around, being in the inappropriate locale, or engaging

in self-stimulation. However, LD students spent less than

three end one-half minutes in each of these*activities:

5. To what *extent are there significant differences tltween gi-oups
in timespent in various student responses as a function of

teacher actiVityl

While the teacher was teaching, LD students spent more time

than non-LD students reading aloud (one and,one-half minutes

versus about 15 seconds), talking about academics (three

ISminutes ersus about 30 seconds), answering questions, (less

than two 'nutes versus about 30 seconds), and asking questions

,(ahout 45 econds yersus about 15 seconds).

1 d
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While the teacher was talking about non-academics, LD stu-

dents spent more tinie talking about non-academics (about

30 seconds versus about ten seconds).

While the teacher-was offering approval, LO students were,

more often engaged in play appropriate (only ab.out one

second) or were not activ.ely. engaged in academics (about

20 seconds).

While the teacher was offering disapproval, LD students were
more often engaged in talking .about academics (only about

three seconds) or in play inappropriate (only about six

seconds).
t

While the teacher was aot exhibiting a teaching response
toward the student', non-LD students spent more time writing

(24 minutes vers-us 17 minutes).

o. While the, teacher was not exhibi ting a teaching response
toward the student,' LD students spent: more time reading

aloud (about two minutes) and 'asking questions (less than

15 seconds).

To what extent are there significant differences between groups
in time spent in various class 'structures as a function of class

acti vity ?

Non-LD students received more entire group in math instruction

than LD students (43 minutes versus 26 Minutes per c1ay)

LD students received more individual instruction than nbn-LD

' students in reading (15 minutes versus about one minute),

math (ten minutes versus less than one minute), language
(three times versus less than 15 seconds), and 'in free
time (less than two minutes versus almost zero)._

7 To what extent are there si gni ficant di fferences between groups

in time spent with the teacher in v4rious teacher positions as a

function of class activi ty?

Fpr non-LD students, teachers spent more time teaching in

front of the class during ,reading (15 minutas versus five

.4- minutes), and teachers were at their desk Mre duKing read-

ing ten mi'nutes versus four minutes), math_(13 minutes

ve s f-i vemi-n-u-tes ) , an-dhan-dw-r-i-ting 4-nstruction (two

mnutes versus about 45 seconds).

For LD students, teachers spent more time at the Aide of

the student during reading (eight minu s ofor LD and less,

than one minute for non-LD) and math (six minutes for LD apd

less than offe minute for non-LD) and were among students

more during free time (but less than two minutes per day).
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8. To what extent are there significant differences betwew groups
in time 'spent with the teacher in various teacher activities as
a function of class activity?

Differences between groups were not significant.

9. To what extent are there signific.ant differences between.groups
in time spent in different tasks as a function of class activity?

Differences betmeen groups wefe not'significant.-

10. To what extent 3re there significant differences between groups
in time s-pent in various class structures as a function of ti)e
different-tasks employed?

1
. .

Non-LD students received more entire group instruction
with readers (about one hour per,day) and worksheets
(about lg minutes per day) than LD students, who spent
42 minutes with readers and eight and one-half minutes
with worksheets in the entire group.

LD students received more individual instruction with
workbooks (about 5 minutes), worksheets (about ten minutes),
and other media (about 11 and one-quarter minutes) than

-non-LD students, who averaged less than 30. seconds in'these
activities.

11. To what extent are there significant differences between groups
in time spent with the teacher in various teacher positions as a

r function of the different tasks employed?

For non-LD students, teachers gave more instruction with
readers while at their desk (18 minutes for-,non-LD, about
nine minutes for LD) , wittl worksheets'while.at their desk

(six minutes for non-LD, two minutes for LD), and with work-
1

'sheets while they were in front of the class (about six
. minutes for non-LD, two minutes for LD).

LD students received more instruction than non-LD students
with workbooks (about three minutes versus less/than ten
seconds), worksheets (four minutes versus 20 seConds),
paper and'pencil (two minutes versus 24 seconds), and*other
media (e.g., flashca-rds), (six minutes versu about 30 seconds).
with the teacher at their side. .

12. To what extent are there significant differences betwee'n groups
in time spent With the teacher Involved in various teacher activi,t-

asafuncttanof_the different_tasks emplayed?

Teachers engaged in more non-a5ademic talk while,using
readers with non-LD students "(less than one minute for
nOn-LD versus 30 seconA for LD).

LD students received more approval than non-LD students
during workbook and other media instruction (but lest than,
ten secorids).

l
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13. To what extent are.tfrere,4significant differences between groups
in time spent with the teacher in various teacher positions as a

function of the class structure?

Non-LD students received more small group instruction with
the teacher in front of the clas than LD students (nine

4minutes versus abRut two minutes).*

LD students received more individual instruction with the
teacher at her desk (about one and one-half minutes versus
20 seconds); among the class (ten minutes versus about
20 seconds), or at the sije of the student (15 minates
versus about 30 seconds).

14. To what extent are there significant differences between groups
in time spent with the teacher involved in various teacher
activities as a function of the class structure?

Non-LD student spent more time than LD students in

an entire group structure during which the teacher ,

expibited no teaching response to t e student (one hour,

22 minutes versus one hour, 6 minu es). .

LD students received more approval than non-LD students
during small group instruction, although less than tem

seconds.

During individual instruction., LD students received More

teaching (ten minutes for LD, about 30 seconds for non-LD),

approval (about 15 seconds), but also more time of no
teacher response (16 minutes versus about one And one=half

minutes).
,

15. To what extent are there significant differences between groups
in time spent with the teacher involved in varicrus teacher
act,ivities as a function of teacher position?

*Teachers spent more time with LD than non-LD students at
the side of an individual student and enpged iji teaching

(two minutes for LD, 20 seconds for non-LD), approval
and disapproval, (less than ten seconds), and in exhibiting
no teaching response (40 seconds for LD, about five seconds

for non=LD).

16. To what extent are there significant differenCes between groups
in time spent with the teacher involved in various teacher activities

as function of the class actiyity while the student is making no

active response?

During readiag, while the Itudent was not 'engaged in'active

.academic responding, there were more instances of no teaching

response to non-LD than LD children (ten minutes versus ,

seven minutes). ,

r
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During transitions ,between activities., while the student was

not engaged in active ilcadem)c responding, teachers en'gaged

in more non-academic tan: with- non-LD than LD children' '

(two minutcs versus one minute). arrd 'more .disapproval with

non-LD children (30 seconds versus si seconds).

-During reading and language instruction, when the student

was,not makipg an active academic response, LD students

receivedfmore appro-val than non7LD students (but less than

ten seconds).

_17. To what extent are there significant ditfferences between groups in

tibe spent in various student recponses as a function of the .

*different tasks employed duOng reading?,

Diffe-rences betweeli grour' wer'e not significant.

18. To.what extent are there signifi_an't differences between 'groups

in timR.spent in va'rious student responses as' a, function vf the

class structure during readii.ig?

During entire`group reading instruction, non-LD students

spent more time than LD 5taents in writing (about two

minutes versus about 40 seconds), reading silently (three

and one=-half mins..tes vers(s less than one and one-half

minutes), and being in an inappropriate locale (less than

ten second).

During small r)up reading instruction, non-LD students

spent more time.,not-engaged,.)n active academic responding

(14 minutes verstiseigh,t minutes), raising their hands

(less than one mirctiWversus less 1than ten seconds), and

' moving to a new academic station (about one minute versus

25 seconds).
,

During "small group reading instruction, LD students spent

more time asking questions (less than 20 seconds).

During individual reading tnstruction, LD students, spent

more time than non-LD students in writfng (less ttian two

minutes versus less than 15 seconds), reading aloud (about

one and one-half minutes versus zero minutes), talking

about academics (25 seconds versus almpst zero seconds),

asking questions (less than ten seconds versus almost

zero seconds), and not engaged in an acti.Ve academic response

(-about three and one-half minutes versus about 25 seconds).

19. To what extent are there significant differenoes between groups

in time spent in various student nesponses as a function of teacher

activity during reading?

During reading instruction while the teacher was not ex-

hibiting a teaching response toward the student, non-LD stu-

dents were more often not engaged in active academic respondirig

than LD students (ten minuteS versus seven minutes).
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Durim reading.instrbction while the teacher was not exhibi-

ting a teaching response.toward the student,,ID students ,

were more often engaged in.playing academic games (one

minute for LD,-zero for non-LD), reading aloud (twoiniinufes

for LD, 20 seconds for non-LP), or asking queslions (less

than ten seconds for LD, almost zero for non-LD).

,
During reading instruction wkri-le the tea0.1- was teaching,

LD students were more often engaged in reading aloud (one

and one-half miautes versus bout ten seconds) , talking

about academics (about one minute versus about ten seconds),

and asring questions (20 seconds versus less than five

seconds).

During reading insruction while the teacher was teaching,

non-LD students were more often engaged in being in an

-opriate locale (but less than ten seconds).

During reacting instruction while the teacher was engaged in

non-academic talk, LD students were more often engaged in

non-academic talk (but less than lOseconds).

During reading instruction while the teacher was offering

approval, LD students were more often not engaged in any

active( academic response (but less than ten seconds).

20. To what extent are there significant.diff4ences "between groups

in time spent with the teacher involved in various teacher activi-

ties as a function (\f the task"employed during reading?

o" During reading instruction, LD students received more teacher

vproval while using workbooks (less than five seconti:nd

more teacher non-academic talk while using other medi

flashcards) (less than 20 seconds).

During reading instruction, non-LD students received more

instances of nO teaching response during,the activity of

fetching and putting away materials (about 30 seconds versus

about ten seconds).

21. To wIlat extent are there significant differences between groups

in time spent in different tasks as a function of class structure

during reading?

During reading instruction, LD students used worksheets

more than non-LD students during both entire group (about

two minutes 50 seconds versus 19 seconds) and small group

instruction (about three minutes 11 seconds versus no time).

, To what extent are there significant differences between groups in

academic responding, task management, and inappropriate behaviors

as a function of whether_the activity is academic or non-academic?

Differences between groups were not significpt.
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